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INTRODUCTION.

I. Among the few places which promised to throw

some light on the beginnings of Egyptian civiliza-

tion, Koptos, about thirty miles north of Thebes, was

the most available for exploration ; having, therefore,

obtained permission of the Egyptian authorities, I

arrived there on 3rd December, 1893, accompanied

by Mr. Ouibell. We worked there till I left on 26th

February, leaving Mr. Ouibell to finish the packing

and removal of objects. The twelve weeks thus

spent in excavation sufficed to entirely clear over the

temple site, besides doing much miscellaneous work

about the town.

Kuft, the modern town, is situated mainly on the

north-west of the ancient site ; but all round the

ruins are small hamlets and settlements. The position

is now in the midst of the belt of cultivated land on

the eastern side of the Nile, about two miles from the

river and the same from the desert. But from the

configuration of the base soil, it seems not improbable

that the river ran close to the western side of the

town in the earliest times. That the Nile was at

some distance in Ptolemaic times is shewn by the tale

of Setna, where the priests of Koptos come down to

the boats ; and Setna goes to the haven from Koptos

;

and the existence of a canal in Roman times

—

probably, as now, a little west of the town— is shewn

by the bridge inscription. Hence the general features

of the country there do not seem to have altered in

the last two thousand years.

2. We settled at Koptos in the midst of the ruins.

The massive crude-brick wall of the square Roman
temenos included the temple and part of the town ; it

was much destroyed, being dug away below for earth

by the sebaklan, but part of the north side was in fair

preservation. In a corner-space formed by one of the

great bastions, projecting from the wall, we built our

huts, and so secured ourselves from the sun and from

the strong winds, under the shelter of the great wall.

The sebakhin were continually digging about, for the

earth of the lower part of the wall and beneath it

suited their fancy for the fields. And we lived in

peaceful security until one morning a thundering

vibration was felt, and we found that half the thick-

ness of our wall had been so undermined on the other

side that it slipped away into a loose heap of hundreds

of tons of broken bricks. As it left a very narrow

and perilous pinnacle on our side just over our huts,

we had to move a little out of the way ; indeed, it

seemed a wonder that a few tons had not fallen over

and flattened us entirely.

The Kuftis proved to be the most troublesome

people that I have ever worked with. The pertinacity

with which the rascals of the place would dog our

steps about our house, and at the work, was amazing.

And the regularity with which a fresh spy was set on

every morning, to try and watch our doings, was most
irritating. The question each day between Mr.

Quibell and myself was, " Have you seen the spy .'

"

and whichever sighted him first at once described

him. The purpose of this spying was to know where

anything important was found, in order that the

dealers might go and work the part by night. Some
slabs of sculpture were taken one night ; and another

time when we had made a discovery, we thought well

to go down about ten o'clock, with a tent, to sleep

over the place. We found that a party of men were

just coming up, and they continued to lurk around

for some time in the dark, their dogs barking at us so

long as they were about. It became therefore needful

to detect the spy every day as soon as we could, and

to drive him off He could generally be noted by
being rather better dressed than the workmen, suitably

for lounging and not for hard work. One man tried

to foist himself into the middle of the temple, professing

to want earth from there. He would not go by words,

so we came to a struggle
; my workmen helped to

touzle him, and he went away furious. A few days

B



KOPTOS.

later I met him when walking alone in a distant

hamlet ; he followed me respectfully while I was

surveying, and I heard him remark about me to

another man :
" That is a good man, he is firm."

He would probably have been a good friend after-

wards, had I needed him. Another spy tried to stroll

up and down, and we arrested him and took him to

his shekh in the village ; that dignitary at once

disowned him, and said he was a stranger from

Koseyr. So the next spy that came strolling, and

talking to passers-by on the road as an excuse, we
laid down and beat soundly. Still fresh spies came
on, until I stalked one and seized his head-shawl

; I

told him he could have it returned to his shekh, only

he must give me the name of the shekh and of

himself before he could get it. That no spy would
do, for fear of the police ; so by the time I had four

little bundles of head-shawls laid by, each duly

docketted with description of the owner, the sp}'

plague ceased. I give this trouble and its cure as an

object lesson in dealing with Egyptians. The only

way to lay hold of a man is to confiscate his goods,

and leave him to complain
; this he will never do if

he knows that he was in the wrong.

On many days, fully half my time was taken up by
the spy business. The old guard of the museum was
quite powerless, as they were his own neighbours,

whom he dared not offend. But he sometimes plucked

up courage, and took a head-shawl. He was a very

good guard, as Egyptians go ; he had been a pro-

fessional thief in his youth, a profession that is not

badly thought of, and has—or used to have—a regular

guild and shekh of its own. Having retired he made
a watchful and trusty guard, very smart with the

nebut or single stick ; often he would challenge a lad,

and with a few playful turns would parry the fellow's

stick and giye him a ringing little crack on his head.

I should say he could have stunned any one in a few

seconds ; how much practice had made perfect we do
not know.

Among this rather untoward people we found how-
ever, as in everyplace, a small percentage of excellent

men ;
some half-dozen were of the very best type of

native, faithful, friendly, and laborious, and from
among these workmen we have drawn about forty to

sixty for our work of two following years at Negadeh
and at Thebes. They ha\-e formed the backbone of

my upper Egyptian staff, and I hope that I may keep
these good friends so long as I work anywhere within

reach of them. Beside these I had living with me at

Koptos four of the Illahunis from the Fayum
; and

some of the former workers from Tell el Amarna
came also, but did not prove satisfactory.

3. As I have already said, Mr. Ouibell was working

with me the whole time ; and the latter half of the

time we were joined by Mr. Grenfell, who wished to

watch some work while studying the Greek materials

which he had obtained elsewhere. Mr. Hogarth, who
visited us at Koptos, has kindly undertaken the

editing of all the classical inscriptions that we
found at the site. We were mucli helped by the

cordial kindness of Shekh Bishara Nakhlch of Ous,

who sent us continual supplies. Men of such a

t)"pe are the best strength of the country ; with

commanding wealth and position, yet unostentatious

and free from oppressiveness, enjoying the confidence

of all around. Especially happy is it to see such a

type not spoiled by any aping of European ways and

fashions, but living a purely native life, and serving

as an example of what his countrymen may be on the

natural basis of their own civilization. There was

also another excellent native landowner, who had a

large farm close to us, and who occasionally called on

us. It was pleasing to see the affectionate manner of

every one towards him, and to hear the high character

that he had among the peasantry. So long as such

men of position are to be found in the country, there

is good hope of a better tone being fostered than now
exists among the classes eaten up by corruption

and intrigue. The recent policy of enquiring into the

characters borne by the principal men in a district,

and placing power in the hands of those who shew

themselves fit to use it, is undoubtedly the right way
to give stability and success to the country.

The excavations during this year have been carried

on at the charge of my two friends, Mr. Jesse

Haworth and Mr. Martyn Kennard, who have in past

years likewise done so much to help in furthering

Egyptian studies and clearing up the history of the

land. The experiment of enlarging the work by
having further supervision through Mr. Ouibell, and

partly through Mr. Grenfell, who was travelling on

the Craven Fellowship, has proved so desirable, that

after this season the Egyptian Research Account was

started as a student fund. The success of that

belongs to the tale of the following years. I have to

thank Miss Murray for copying from the paper

squeezes most of the inscriptions here published.

4. Some general remarks on the nature of the site

may be made here before proceeding to describe the
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recent excavations and results. The valley from the

Nile to the Red Sea, known as the Hammamat
\'alley, has always been the key to the East. In

prehistoric times the Punite race probably entered the

Nile valley by this line, and the Egyptians used to

send out eastern expeditions by the same route.

When commerce became established with Arabia and

India in Greek and Roman times, Koptos became

the port of the Oriental trade. In Arab times the

same course was followed, only diverted to the south,

to the neighbouring town of Ous, and still later to

the northern town of Oeneh ; and the route is still

followed, as by the Indian troops in this century.

There has been some question as to whether the

Copts of modern Eg}-pt received their name in Arabic

from Koptos, or from Aegyptos, which is usually

derived from Ha-ka-ptaJi, the name of Memphis.

There are other names which may help to explain

this : the Phoenicians were known to the Egyptians

as Kefti ; and in India the inlaid work of patterned

metal—which we first know of on Aah-hotep's dagger

and axe— is known as Kuft work. An hypothesis

which would connect all these names might be

framed thus : the Kefti or Phoenician—Punite—race

settled on the Nile in prehistoric times, and their

town was named Keft from them : the inlaid metal

work was known as Kuft work in the East, owing

either to its Eg)-ptian or Phoenician origin, and Kuft

being the port of Egypt to the East, through which

all Arabian trade went, the Egyptian became known
as a Kufti to the Arab

; so that on the Arabian

invasion the name was retained for the whole of the

indigenous population of Eg}-pt. In the classical

form of the name, Koptos, p must have been sounded

soft, more as a Spanish b ; in Egyptian the form is

Kebti, the b here being equal to our v, and sounding

therefore as Kevti, and the Arabic form is Kuft.

The k is the koph or q, which is sounded at present in

Upper Egypt as a hard g.

CHAPTER I.

THE RISE OF KOPTOS.

5. The natural features of the country have

rendered the site of Koptos of importance in history.

The Nile in Middle and Lower Egypt runs down the

line of the great fault from south to north ; but above

that it has a direction at right angles from east to

west, determined by a great cross valley which

stretches from the Red Sea into the Libyan Desert.

This valley must have held a wide sheet of water at

the time when the Nile was far fuller than it is now.

And in the bottom of this lake a bed of tenacious

yellow clay was laid down, from the drainage of the

eastern mountains which ran into it. This bed

became cut away by the later drainage in many
parts, after the elevation of the land, and deeper

cutting of the Nile valley ; but a mass of it remained

high above the Nile deposits, and formed a knoll

which projected through the flat expanse of black

Nile mud around it. This knoll, of much the appear-

ance of London clay, lay just in the track of the only

practicable route from the Nile valley out to the Red

Sea ;
and giving a raised site close to the river, amid

the swamps and inundations which covered its banks,

the early settlers readily adopted it for their dwelling.

6. When we come to uncover this yellow basal clay

beneath the later town of Koptos, we find it dug out

into many pits over its surface. These were pro-

bably holes from which clay had been taken for wattle

and daub huts. And in these pits, and strewing over

the surface of the clay, lie many flint implements.

One fine knife (Pl. II, 6) lay in a pit, and many
rectangular flint flakes (PL. II, 17, 24, 25) trimmed

with square ends, such as we know to belong to

the IlIrd—IVth dynasties at Medum, were found

strewing about wherever we reached the base level.

No traces of palaeolithic man appeared here, although

such are found commonly in the neighbouring desert

;

and this accords with the country having been far

deeper under water during the earlier ages of man.

Along the west of the clay island it was found to

slope down very steeply, and over the slope was

thrown out a bed of at least five feet thick of fine

black ashes. From the steepness of the slope, which

indicated rapid water-wearing, and the throwing of

rubbish which suggested that there was no occupant

of the ground below, it seems likely that the river-

bed ran then close to the island of clay. There is

now a large canal about half a mile to the west, and

it is possible that this is the somewhat shifted

descendant of an old arm or course of the Nile. The
period of this ash-bed is roughly shewn by our

finding about 40 inches above the base of it a fine

flint knife of the back-curved type (II, i) and a

bangle of gold wire (II, 2) (Univ. Coll.). It belonged

therefore to the early metal period, when flint was

yet in full use ; and such a civilization lasted pro-

bably for several centuries next before the historical

1> 2
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age of the IVth dynasty. It seems therefore that

though Koptos belongs to the dawn of histor}', its

occupation does not stretch far back into the pre-

historic age.

Beside the flint implements there was another class

of stone-working which may be rather later in origin.

Axes of quartzose rock (II, 7-13) are often found in

the lower levels of the town (Univ. Coll.) ; but we did

not happen to discover any well placed in our own
working, so that the exact positions cannot be stated.

The regions from which they have been gleaned by
the village boys are both cleared down to early

levels
; on the south of the temple, and on the north-

west, the natives have dug the earth-ruins away, until

further work is difficult from the depth of potsherds

and stones left behind. On sinking further in these

parts I found that the basal clay is at a lower level

than it is beneath the temple, which was founded on

the highest point ; and it appeared that the axes

must belong to the lowest j'ard or two of the town
ruins, but not be of the age of the first settlement.

The absence of them from our own work is accounted

for by our clearances being in the temple area. That
space was occupied by the flint-using settlement, but

was later enclosed as sacred before the axe-makers

dwelt there. In the IVth dynasty the forecourt of

the temple (about the third pylon) was common
ground, as we there found habitations, and large

quantities of pottery of the regular style of the

Medum vases. Yet although many rectangular flints

were found, as at Medum, no stone axes appeared.

It seems then not unlikely that these stone axes

belong to the Old Kingdom down perhaps to the

Vlth dynasty. The types vary from the plain ovoid

to the wide axe with lugs ; and as one of the latter in

hornstone, and others in flint, were found at Kahun
in the Xllth dynasty, there is no reason that they

should not extend over the earlier historic age here.

That they are so much commoner here than else-

where is easily accounted for by the nearness of the

mountains of primitive rock in the Hammamat
Desert.

7. The remains of dwellings in front of the temple

show that the compact clay was found to be un-

pleasant as a soil, and careful arrangements were
made to obtain a dry floor. We found dozens of

cylindrical pots of rough earthenware, inverted, and
near together on the ground in regular rows ; while

over them was about three inches of Nile mud
entirely clear of pottery chips. This appears to

have been a dry floor made of inverted jars, with a

paving of brick laid over them. The types of the

pottery, as we have noticed above, are all familiar at

Medum ; the coarse hand-made jars (Medum XXXI,
15) with a pointed bottom, abounded, and pieces of

many varieties of the fine red-faced pottery bowls

(AI. XXXI, 2-7) ; the strange thick cup-shaped pots

(M. XXXI, 17), with a rough unformed outside over

the lower half, were also found. The whole group

was a most satisfactory evidence that the types which

had been found at Medum were not merely local, but

that the same forms and materials characterise this

age in Upper Egypt as in the lower country.

8. Of actually dated remains a few pieces of the

Old Kingdom were obtained. I bought from diSebakh

digger on the low ground south of the temple, a

piece of a large alabaster jar bearing the name of

Khufu (XXI. 3) (Univ. Coll.). From the style of the

cutting, and the seated king determinative, it is

probably contemporary ; and it most likely came

from the royal furnishing of the temple of the IVth

dynasty. Of the Vlth dynasty a small piece,

apparently of the front of a statue-throne, bears the

ka name of Pepy I (Univ. Coll.) ; and two limestone

slabs show scenes of Pepy II (V, 7, 8). These are

cut in the local limestone, which is not of good

quality, being much fissured, and containing flint

nodules. They indicate that a rebuilding done here

by Pepy was left to local resources, and did not draw

on the royal quarries of fine limestone. These blocks

had been removed from the old part of the sanctuary

in Ptolemaic times, and were laid face down to fill up

some holes in the basal clay beneath the great sand

bed of the Ptolemaic temple. One of them shews

Pepy offering to a god which was doubtless Min, as

the king is named " Beloved of Min " (at Manchester).

The other block bears part of the royal figure with a

large cartouche (Pepy Ra-nefer-ka) before it, bordered

with the early double rope line. Below the scene is

a frieze of dad signs alternating with figures, the

lower parts of which are like the Isiac girdle tie, while

above they have the human Hathor head, with cows'

ears and horns, as on a sistrum. They seem as if

they might be copies of some primitive Hathor idol,

which was modified into the sistrum type in later

times. In any case they are the earliest Hathor

heads of this type that are j'Ct known (Univ. Coll.).

9. In considering the remains found in the temple

itself, of an earlier date than the Middle Kingdom.

we must take them as a group and disentangle them,

without beginning necessarily w^ith the earliest. The

main feature of importance for determining the age
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was a limestone pavement, in the old sanctuary. This

was formed of blocks from a temple of Antef Nub-
kheperu-ra, and must therefore have been laid down
by a subsequent king. Lately arguments have been

brought forward for placing this king and some other

Antefs in the Xlllth dynasty instead of the Xlth, as

has been hitherto reckoned. Yet as no conclusive

evidence of the later date has been given, the following

reasons seem to fully support the earlier view, (i)

No Antef kings appear in the Turin papyrus in the

Xlllth dynasty, which is fairly complete at the earlier

part of that age. (2) Several Antefs appear in the

Karnak table on the side which contains no other

kings later than the Xllth dynasty ; although that

table is confused in order, yet the division in two

halves marks a definite epoch, to which the Antefs

would be an exception if they belonged to the Xlllth

dynasty. (3) The mixture of Antef and Mentuhotep

names is constant in families, and on rock graffiti ; but

Antef and Sebekhotep are not found usually con-

joined, pointing to the name Antef being popular in

the Xlth, but not in the Xlllth dynasty. (4) In the

pavement which was composed of the ruins of the

Antef temple not a single block of the Xllth dynasty

was included. Had Antef belonged to the Xlllth

dynasty, the material of the Xllth would have been

lying about for later kings to use up along vi'ith it.

On the contrary in, and beneath, the pavement of

Antef slabs not a single trace of the Xllth dynasty

was found, plainly suggesting that no sculptures of

that age were lying about when it was laid down, and

that it must have been so placed during the recon-

struction by the Xllth dynasty. We shall continue

therefore to treat Antef Nub-kheperu-ra as of the Xlth

dynasty ; for though the evidence is not yet conclusive,

it is far stronger than that for the other view.

The age of the laying down of the pavement, which

implies the removal of the Antef temple, is therefore

probably of the Xllth dynasty. Beneath that there

was a bed of about four feet thickness of dark earth

and fragments of pottery. Among this were several

fragments of the red polished pottery with black tops,

and the red polished with white lines, both of which

we found in the following year in the tombs of the

foreign invaders, or New Race on the opposite shore,

and which belong to the Vllth—IXth dynasties.

These shew that the invaders had occupied the

eastern side, and placed objects in the temple there.

10. In the earth below this pavement was also

found a remarkable class of earthenware figures

(Oxford). As hardly anything of the same kind

was found elsewhere about the temjDle or town, we
must regard these as having been dedicated in the

temple, and therefore, as representing the best pro-

ducts of their time, somewhere before the Xllth

dynasty. The material of all appears to be ordinary

Nile mud, mixed with straw and poorly baked,

the oxidation scarcely penetrating the surface, and

leaving the interior soft and black. The few rude

pieces have no special preparation of the surface
;

but the greater part of the pottery is faced over with

a coat of haematite, finely polished by hand. It does

not shew any burnishing lines, and in that is quite

different from the polished facing of the New Race

pottery ; the material and stj-le of baking also differ

from that, and no such figures or subjects are known

among the great variety of works of the New Race.

The material and work therefore shew this pottery

cannot be assigned to those invaders.

The subjects of this pottery are various. The
rudest and the finest are fragments of human figures

and animals, while some large stands are of inter-

mediate style. The figures of the coarse style are

without any fine facing, are very roughly pinched

into form with the fingers, and have details marked

with scored lines. Such are pieces of a human face,

and part of a crocodile. Of finer finish are parts of

human figures. In one, the trunk (V, 1) has been

made as a cylinder, trimmed somewhat oval on the

outside, and with cylindrical arms attached at the

sides, but with a clear attempt at modelling the

shoulder muscles in a careful manner. It shews, in

short, traditional rough manufacture being modified

by increasing taste. And the finest work is shewn

on an arm, which is admirably modelled and finished,

the delicate fluctuation over the muscles being ren-

dered with fine skill and knowledge, but quite un-

obtrusively. A tail of a crocodile is also of similar

fine and detailed modelling ; and one fragment (V, 3)

bears a human head in relief (reading dep in hiero-

glyphics), with the outline of the square mat p, the

phonetic complement to the head, below it. This

shews that hieroglyphs were in use by the makers of

this pottery.

We have noted that this pottery' must be earlier

than the Xllth dynasty ; but one object gives a more

definite indication of age. A large oval ring-stand

of pottery is decorated with relief figures around the

outside. It is about ten inches high, and is worn on

the upper edge by the rubbing about of a vessel

which stood on it. The figures which it bears (V, 2)

are roughly modelled, with a flattish surface and
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clear edges. They represent two hunting-dogs sniffing

the ground, while between them is the old motive of

a bunch of two lotus flowers tied together. That
lotus group is only found on the earliest IVth dynasty

tombs, excepting occasional reappearances copied

from them in later times. And the dogs have collars

on them made of several turns of rope ; such collars

and such a breed of dogs are only shewn in the

hieroglyphs of the Ilird dynasty and beginning of

the IVth, as on the panels of Hesy. One piece of

this relief pottery was found associated with hand-

made jars and rough pots similar to those of the early

IVth dynasty at Medum (Med. XXXI., 15, 17).

The age therefore indicated for this pottery

modelling is at, or before, the beginning of the

IVth dynasty ; and to this the considerations of

place also lead us. The position shews that it is

before the Xllth dynasty. The Vllth-IXth is

excluded, because there is no connection whatever

between this modelling and the works of that age,

now so well known. The IVth-VIth dynasty was an

age of too much finish and elaboration for any such

rude figures to be at all likely to be dedicated in one
of the main temples of the country. To the rising

art of the Ilird, or of the Xlth dynasty, these there-

fore lead us ; and the motives of the dog and lotus,

as well as the association with the earliest datcable

styles of pottery, indicate the earlier of these dates.

II. Let us now notice what this implies. We have
here several stages of work, from the rudest pinched

and scratched puppets, up to modelling as fine as

that of the grand works of the IVth dynasty. These
cannot all be referred to one time, considering that

when made they were each thought worthy of being
dedicated in a great temple. We should see in these,

then, a series of developing art ; and that is already

shewn to belong to development of the first great

period of the Old Kingdom. We are then led to

conclude that the art of modelling arose in clay work,
and reached a high point while such coarse material

was used, and finished with an elaboration of which
it was not worthy. Such a history is exactly con-

cordant with what is seen otherwise ; the stone

sculpture is quite unknown until the Ilird dynasty,

when it appears somewhat stiff and archaic, but still

with full powers of modelling and technical treatment.

Its early stages are nowhere to be seen
; but when we

recognise in the clay modelling the development from
rude imitations of forms to highly developed art, we
have at once a school before us in which the skill of

the stone sculptor may have been formed.

Can we, then, sec surviving in the conventions of

the stone sculpture, any traces of the conventions

of clay work ? The three most striking peculiarities

of the stonework, which were so engrained in the

Egyptian mind that they lasted down to the latest

times, were (i), the left" leg advanced; (2), the legs

united by a connecting slab
; (3), the back pier up

the figure. None of these are needful in stonework,

but they all have a meaning when modelling in soft

mud. (i) The advanced leg gives increased depth

from back to front at the weakest part, where it is

liable to bend over. (2) The cross connection be-

tween the legs increases the sectional area where it

is weakest and most liable to yield to the weight of

the mass above. (3) The back pier does the same,

and stiffens the whole figure ; in clay, such a feature

was probably due to adding a cluster of reeds

plastered over at the back, to stiffen the mass until

it was baked. Therefore, we see how every conven-

tion of the stonework is fully accounted for by earlier

modelling in clay.

When such transference from clay to stone took

place would be determined by the acquisition of

fresh means of work. To carve the stone freely

would need metal tools, as flint would break too

readily by blows. And hence the introduction of

metal in ordinary use, and the cutting of stone,

would probably be the step which would determine

the transference of the artist's working from clay to

stone. The date when this took place we may glean

from the use of stone tools being still very familiar

in the Old Kingdom, shewing that metal had not

then supplanted them. And a trace of the actual

change is preserved when Manetho states that Tosor-

thros about the middle of the Ilird dynasty "built

a house of hewn stone." Stone cutting was then a

novelty, and coeval with that we should expect to

find the rise of stone cai-ving. Such a date would

agree well to the earliest examples of statuary, and

would not be inconsistent with the pottery modelling

shewing types that also belong to the beginning of

the IVth dynasty.

The general result, then, to which we are led, is

that during some considerable period before the

Ilird dynasty art was developing in pottery model-

ling, from the rudest imitations of men and animals,

gradually modified by copying of the muscles and

rounding the forms, until it had reached a high pitch

of observation and finish. That on the beginning of

the common use of metal, the mastery of hewing

stone was obtained, and stone became the best
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material for statuary in such conditions. The skill

and taste which had been developed on pottery was

transferred to stone at once, so that in probably a

single generation highly-finished stone statuary would

become usual, without leaving any intermediate stages

of abortive attempts and clumsy endeavours. And
this beginning of stone carving may be placed about

the middle of the Ilird dynasty, the conventions

requisite in clay modelling clinging, however, to the

style in stone, and being retained to subsequent ages.

Thus we reach a solution of what has hitherto been

one of the greatest mysteries in the course of art

—

how such a finished and detailed style, and such a

grand taste, could arise without leaving a long series

of endeavours, as in all other countries. The en-

deavours were in pottery, which has all perished, or

been disregarded hitherto. The stone begins when
the art was already developed.

12. Turning now to another subject, we find an

entirely different style or styles of stone-carving,

quite apart from anything known in Egyptian work.

The forming of these figures is entirely done by
hammer-work, without any trace of chiselling or of

metal tools. And in style they stand outside of any

line of development to or from the Egyptian statuary.

Two classes of these figures are known at Koptos

—

a class of animals, comprising a bird (V, 6) and

three lions (V, 5) (Oxford), and a class comprising

parts of three colossi of the local god Min. The
first class of these figures, the animals, are of the

same nature, and of the same treatment, as the

animal figures of the New Race of invaders of

the Vllth-IXth dynasties. The positions in which

they are found also agree with this. The bird lay in

the earth under the pavement of the Xllth dynasty
;

two of the lions lay on the basal clay in front of

the early temple, several feet under the ground and

building of the Ptolemaic time which covered them.

These may therefore be set down as religious

sculptures of the New Race, which go together with

the characteristic pottery of the same people found

at the same level.

13. But it is a different case with the figures of

Min (at Ghizeh Museum and O.xford). The style

of these differs much from the New Race sculptures.

It is far better and more anatomical, and the animals

figured on them in surface-reliefs are more correct and

spirited than any carvings known of the New Race.

The positions in which these figures were found

unfortunately shew nothing, except that they are

earlier than the Ptolemaic times, as they lay beneath

the thick sand bed of the Ptolemaic temple. How
much earlier we cannot prove, but only infer.

The rudest of the three figures is broken off at

the knees and the chest, only the legs and waist

remaining. This fragment is 69 inches long, and

implies a statue 13 feet high, which would weigh

nearly two tons. The type is the same in all of these

figures. The legs are parallel and joined together,

with merely a groove down between them, on front

and back. The knees are very roughly indicated.

The arms are rudely formed, about half projecting

from the surface of the figure. The left hand is in

the usual attitude of Min ; the right hand is not

raised with a whip, as in the figures of historic times,

but hangs down the side ; the fingers are clenched,

and a hole is drilled through the hand, as if for

hanging something to it. Down the right thigh

hangs a flap of some material in low relief ; this is

seen to depend from the girdle. There is no other

clothing or dress indicated, and this flap may repre-

sent a pouch or bag, especially as it bears figures

on it, which may imitate embroidery. On the rudest

statue (III, I ; IV, l) these figures are : a stag's

head, mouth down, with four tines on each horn, and

from the mouth a long projection, which appears as

if it v/ere a stake, on which the head is spitted

through the mouth ; below the stag's head are two

pteroceras shells, upright, each with mouth to the

right. The work is remarkably natural, and as

artistic and exact as could be expected, working in

such a rough manner. The whole of the figure is

hammer-dressed ; and the objects upon the flap are

indicated by hammering the outline as a slight

hollow around the figures.

The next of the three figures remains from the arm-

pits to the knees. This portion is rather longer than the

first one, being "JJ inches long, but the original height

was about the same, 13 feet. The attitude is precisely

the same. The girdle is clearly shewn here, and con-

sists of eight turns of material around the stomach. A
girdle similarly composed of a large number of strips

of leather, is now worn by the men in this region, not

only by the desert-dwellers, the Ababdeh, but also

generally among the fellahin. The knees are better

indicated, and the whole shews more desire for finish.

But the surface-sculptures on the flap (III, 2 ; IV, 2)

are less precisely natural and explicit, more con-

ventional, and just what might be expected as a later

development. The subjects are—two tall poles with

a similar emblem on the top of each, two saws of

saw-fish of the Red Sea, and two pteroceras shells
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below. The emblem on the pole is manifestly

an archaic form of the regular hieroglyph for the

god Min, with the addition of a feather on the top.

This form with the feather is only known on

Egyptian work in one case, a coffin of the Vlth

dynasty in the Ghizeh Museum. The feather also

occurs above a Min sign, which is set on the top of

a tall pole (rather more conventional than this, and

nearer to the hieroglyphic form), carved on one of

the mysterious slate slabs with archaic figures and

hieroglyphs found at Abydos (see Louvre).

The third and apparently latest figure is broken

at the ancles and fork, only leaving the legs, which

are 66 inches long. The work is more finished, the

line dividing the legs is deeper, the knee-marking is

more elaborated, and there is a fine tense curve in

the thighs, though no anatomical distinctions of

muscles are shewn. The attitude and arrangement

a[)pear to have been like the other statues. The

.surface-carvings, however, are more numerous ; but

they are less carefully natural, and more conventional

nil, 3 ; IV, 3). In place of the saw of the saw-fish

being scrupulously hammered in outline, it is merely

scored with incised lines cut by a flint. The whole

group consists of the two poles, with Min emblems

and feathers ; an additional pole with knobs on it

between them ; the two saws of saw-fish ; an ostrich

below one pole ; the two ptcroccras shells, mouths

to right ; the forepart of an elephant, with its feet

resting on conical hills ; a flying bird (?) ; and below

all, ^ hyaena chasing a young bull, the feet of both

being on conical mounds. The style of the animals

is spirited, and shews a good idea of form and

expression, though disproportionate and archaic.

Beside these, the head of the last one was found

(V, 10). It is a rounded lump, without any face,

the front being flattened, apparently to have a carved

face attached—perhaps of wood. Down the sides

is shewn the ribbing for whiskers, but no other hair is

indicated ; the ears are large and prominent.

14. The question now arises as to the date and

origin of these figures of the great god of that region.

Of parallels to the type of the Min emblem we have

already noted two, one of the Vlth dynasty, the

other on the slates of unknown age. These slates

with relief figures shew many traces of being of

prehistoric times, especially the very pictorial and

unconventional hieroglyphs, on a piece from Abydos

at the Ghizeh Museum. Another instance of this

Min sign occurs, on a pole exactly similar with

feather and side pendants, as the ensign of galle\-s

on painted pottery from Nagada. This pottery is

found in graves of the New Race, who are now

believed to be Libyans. But this ware, as well as

some other varieties, appears to have been imported

and not made by the invaders. The whole case will

be seen argued in the description of it ; suffice to

say here, that the conclusion is that it was probably

made on the Mediterranean coast of North Africa,

by a people with whom the Libyans traded, but

certainly not by the Libyan invaders of Egypt them-

selves. Thus, of the three instances of such an

arrangement of the Min emblem, one is of the Vlth,

one of the VI Ith-VI I Ith dynasties, and one apparentl}'

before the IVth dynasty. As in all later Egyptian

representation the Min hieroglyph became more and

more formal, and farther from any resemblance to

its earlier type, it does not seem likely that any

sudden reversion to an unconventional original would

be likely to arise after that was apparently quite

forgotten. The mode of working also shews an

ignorance of metal tools, and a dependence upon

hammering and bruising the stone, which would be

very unlikely to be the case after metals were in

familiar use in that part of the world. There is,

then, a presumption for a prehistoric date for these

sculptures.

It may be needful to clear away any supposition

that these figures belong to the New Race, whose

rude hammer-dressed animal carvings were also found

in the temple. The style and subjects of the work

preclude our supposing any such connection. No
figure of Min is found in all the New Race remains

;

nor is there among those any instance of the pteroceras

shell, the saw-fish, the hyaena, or the ox with crescent

horns. On the other hand, among the several objects

on the Min figures there are none of the sacred

animals of the New Race, the couchant lion, the

hawk, the dog, or the goat. The styles of work are

also very difterent. The best of the New Race

figures has none of the spirit and fidelity shewn in

the Min carvings ; and in no instance are the feet of

animals figured as upon hillocks. While on the Min

figures there is no trace of the cross-line hatching

which was regularly used by the New Race to cover

the bodies of animals. In short both in subjects and

in style there is no resemblance between the New
Race carvings and the Min statues.

15. Whence, then, came the workers of the Min

statues? The objects shewn are all African. The

elephant and the ostrich are common to North Africa
;

for the former, compare the Carthaginian elephants
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of Hannibal. But the saw-fish and the ptcroceras

shell imply a people from the sea ; and that the Red
Sea, rather than the Mediterranean. And, moreover,

there is no trace of anything characteristic of the

Nile ; no crocodile or lotus, as on the primitive pottery,

no hippopotamus, no hawk. We are led then to look

to the Red Sea, and to suppose that the people from

thence had formed their religious ideas and emblems

before they entered Egypt. That they resided a

long time at Koptos is shewn by the three Min

statues varying in style of art and details. Such

differences of work in a very early stage imply a

considerable difference in time. And the presence

of three such colossi, so large that any one would

be a notable centre for worship, makes it unlikely

that all were used at once ; they rather seem to have

been each substituted in succession, as the earlier

ones became injured.

We are led then to suppose that the statues were

wrought by a people ignorant of metals ; who resided

for several generations at Koptos ; who came from

the Red Sea as strangers to the Nile, but who had

the same worship as the people of Koptos, without

borrowing from the Nile ; whose Min emblem was in

a more primitive and pictorial form than any known
in Egyptian carvings, though like some of the earliest

examples ; and who had real artistic taste and feeling

which was steadily developing. These characteristics

will, so far as we can at present imagine, only agree

in one race, that supposed people from Punt, whom
by portraiture and other considerations I have already

stated to be probably the founders of the dynastic

Egyptian race, the last immigrants who came in

before the historic period. If so, a considerable time

must have passed for them to adopt Egyptian emblems,

as the crocodile, lotus, and hunting dog, upon the

primitive pottery ; and for the further development of

modelling, up to the highest pottery level, which is

equal to the fine archaic stone carving of the Ilird

and IVth dynasty. If we suppose some centuries to

have elapsed between the earliest Min statue and the

finest pottery modelling, it would not be improbable.

i6. The nature of the Min emblem we have not yet

noted, as it does not bear directly on the age. In

historic times we find it a ball between two wedges,

in earlier times it was more like a bolt with two rings

or shanks on either side of a central ball, on the slate

carving it is thicker in proportion, on the boat and
ostrich pottery—which is probably Mediterranean—it

is like the form on the Min figures, though roughly

painted. As it is represented as being on the top of

a tali pole, it cannot be a heavy object ; and the form

is most like the early mode of shewing a garland upon

statues. It seems then most likely that it was a

garland of flowers and a feather, on the top of a tall

pole, round which hung saws of saw-fish and ptei'oceras

shells : in fact, much such a derwish pole as the

southern tribes carry about at the present day. The
questions of how the same emblem comes to be

connected with a people from the Red Sea, and again

with a sea-going people in the Mediterranean (on the

potter}-), we shall discuss when dealing with the New-

Race in the volume on Naqada.

CHAPTER II.

THE MIDDLE KINGDOM.

17. The earlier remains of this period, as we
have already mentioned, are the sculptures of the

temple of Antef V (now at Ghizeh, Oxford, Uniw
Coll., etc.). From the thinness of the slabs, which

are only about three or four inches through, and the

absence of any massive blocks of this king's work, it

is evident that the bulk of construction was of mud
brick, and the sculptures merely faced over the

rougher material. These slabs—as we have men-

tioned—were all found lying face down, forming a

fough pavement, over about four feet of earth with

chips of early remains. This pavement is shewn on

the plan. The Usertesen jamb has fallen northward,

and was the southern jamb of the door ; the "box"
of sandstone probably having contained foundation

deposits in the middle of the doorway. The lower

block of the jamb is gone, and thus when complete its

base would have been south of the box. Hence the

Antef pavement occupied the sanctuary of the Xllth

dynasty temple. Probably the ground was looked on

as too sacred to be disturbed there, and so was
reverently covered over with the slabs of the dis-

mantled older temple of the Xlth dynasty, above which

was probably placed a fine-stone paving for the temple

of Amenemhat and Usertesen.

Some of the Antef slabs are in relief, as shewn on

Pl. VI, 1-6
;
and the work of these is finer and more

detailed than that of the incised blocks 7-18. Several

of the portions of scenes here shewn are reconstructed

from many separate slabs ; No. 16, for instance, is

formed of nine pieces, which were found scattered

apart.
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The subjects are of interest as shewing the per-

manence of many details which we know in later

times. The three trees growing up from an irrigated

plot behind the statue of Min (VI, 6), and the two

serpents in shrines seen in Ptolemaic sculpture are

here (VI, 6). The globe and wings of Hor-behudet

with the uraei (VII, 13, 14) appear as in later times
;

and this is the first large example known, the earlier

ones of Khufu and Unas being on a smaller scale.

The khakcr ornament was used along the tops of the

scenes (VI, i, 2, 10) as at Beni Hasan. The scenes

appear to have been of the same character as those of

older times (see Snefru and Khufu, L. D. ii 2 ; and

Pepy, L. D. ii 115, 116). The king smites his enemies

before Min (VI, 2), worships Min (VI, 12), and is

embraced by the gods (VII, 16). There have been

some scenes with goddesses, of which only two slabs

remain (VI, 8, 11), unfortunately without names. Of
course it is now obvious what the source was of the

block of Antef V, built into a bridge at Koptos, and

seen by Harris (My. E. 447).

1 8. Of the same age, though recopied, is a long

decree of Antef V, deposing one prince of Koptos,

and instating a new princely family. This was

engraved on the south side of the east entrance to the

temple : so that when the south jamb of the doorway

was overthrown northward, its inner side lay beneath-

and we discovered the inscription by looking on the

underside of the block (Pl. VIII). It is now, with

the adjacent sculptures, placed in the Ghizeh Museum.

As the doorway was built by Usertesen I, there would

be 2. prima facie case for an added inscription such as

this being later in origin. But against this fact we
have to set the improbability of a king in a much
poorer age, just after the Xllth dynasty, caring to

make additions of baser quality (such as these Antef

sculptures) to a magnificent work of the XII dynasty :

and the fact that no trace of sculptures from the

Xllth dynasty temple was mixed with the Antef

blocks when they were laid down to make a pave-

ment. It seems more likely, then, that the inscription

was carved on the doorway of the new temple, as being

the title-deed of the reigning prince ; having been

conferred about a century before then, it would be still

of practical importance, and might have been called

in question by some descendant of the deposed

family.

The translation of this inscription is as follows :

—

(i) "The third year, month Phamenoth, 25th day,

of his majesty the king (Ra'nubu'kheper, saTa',

Antef) giving life like the sun for ever. Decree

of the king to the chancellor, prince of Koptos,

(2) Min'em'hat, the king's son, administrator of

Koptos Oa'nen, the chancellor Menkh'Min, the

scribe of the temple Nefer'hotep'ur, all the

garrison of Koptos, and all the officials of the

temple,

—

" Behold ye this decree has been (3) brought to

you that ye may know that my majesty has sent

the scribe and divine chancellor ofAmen Amen'se,

and the scinsu hayt Amen'user, (4) to make in-

quisition in the temple of Min :

—

" Whereas the officials of the temple of my father

Min came to my majesty to say that an evil thing

is come to pass in this (5) temple, even a har-

bouring of enemies by (blasted be his name)

Teta, son of Minhetep :

—

" Therefore let him be cast out upon the ground

from the temple of my father Min, let him be

driven (6) from his office of the temple, to the

son of his son, and the heir of his heir ; may
they be cast abroad upon the earth, let his bread

and his sacred meat be seized, let his name not

be remembered in this temple, (7) as is done to

one like him who has transgressed in the matter

of an enemy of his god ; let his writings in the

temple of Min be destroyed, and in the govern-

ment office on every roll likewise :

—

" And every king (S) and every puissant ruler

who shall forgive him, may he not receive the

white crown, or support the red crown, or sit

upon the throne of Horus the living ; let not the

two diadems (9) grant him favours as beloved of

him ; and every administrator or prince who shall

approach the Lord to forgive him, let his people,

his possessions, and his lands be given to the

endowment of (10) my father Min of Koptos
;

also let not any man of his circle, of the relations

of his father or of his mother be raised to this

office :—

•

(11) "Also that this office shall be given to the

chancellor, overseer in the palace, Min'em^hat,

and let there be given to him its bread and its

sacred meat, established unto him in writings in

the temple (12) of my father Min of Koptos,

to the son of his son and the heir of his

heir."

Mr. Griffith, in translating this, remarks that it

closely follows the spelling of the hieratic : the

repetition of the feminine t before suffixes is especially

noticeable ; and there are a few positive mistakes of

spelling. The qenbet (II. 2 and 4) are written as if
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7inut ; and zerf, "written title," is muddled, especially

in 1. 1 1, where it was first spelled zedf.

Probably also of the Xlth dynasty or earlier is a

head and part of the base of a statuette, which was

found in the earth under the pavement of Antef

blocks (Univ. Coll.). It is carved in hard yellow

limestone, about a third of life-size. The head is

shewn in Pl. V, 9 ; it is of careful and expressive work.

As the left ear is less prominent and much less finished

than the right, it is probable that this is part of a

group of two figures seated side by side. The frag-

ment of a base which was found bears the old entwined

lotus around the sani, and evidently belongs to the

head, being of precisely similar stone.

19. The remains of the Xllth dynasty are of far

finer work than the foregoing sculptures of Antef V.

They begin with Amenemhat I, of whom there is the

upper part of a scene (IX, i) of the king adoring

Min. This is carved in very hard limestone, which

has been hammer-dressed and then scraped down, as

it was probably too hard for the copper chisels then

used. The work is superb for design and finish.

The most renowned sculptures of later times—those

of Sety I, at Abydos—are coarse and mechanical by

the side of this work of Amenemhat. The head of

Min is repeated on a larger scale here (V, 10) to shew

the art : and the exact resemblance between the king

and his ka behind him should be noticed. The three

blocks composing this scene were found face down in

the foundations of Tahutmes III, at the east end of

the temple. (Univ. Coll.)

Another slab, which from the fineness of the work

may be attributed to the same date, is the Nile figure

with offerings (XI, 2), in low relief (Univ. Coll.)

Immediately after this work, and doubtless in the

course of the same building of the temple, there were

sculptures of Usertesen I erected here. These are

not so beautiful in execution as the relief of Amenem-
hat, but are yet far above any later sculpture known.

The style is exactly that of the reliefs on the sides of

the seated statues of Usertesen from Lisht. One jamb

of the eastern doorway of the temple was found,

bearing on its inner face the fine reliefs shewn in

Pl. X, 2, representing Usertesen offering to Bast and

to Nekheb, probably the earliest figures of these

goddesses that are known. The two limestone blocks

bearing this sculpture are in the Ghizeh Museum.

On the outer face of the jamb was a line of in-

cised inscription (X, 3), which formed a border around

the doorway. Another door—of red granite—also

stood here (X, i) ; as the jamb lay to the S.E. of the

limestone jamb (see Plan, Pl. I), it probably belonged

to an outer gateway. (Oxford.)

Of the internal work of Usertesen one fine scene

was found (IX, 2) turned face down at the bottom of

the foundations of the Ptolemaic work (see Plan,

" Usertesen slab "). It had been covered with a thin

film of stucco to receive the paint, and this had per-

fectly preserved the texture of the stone, so that the

surface of the original sculpture was never exposed

from the time of Usertesen until I cleaned it in London.

The work is very brilliant, though not so delicate as

that of the previous reign. The subject of the king

dancing, with the oar and hap, is known from the

Vlth dynasty (L. D. ii 116) down to Roman times, in

connection with the sed festival, as here. (Univ. Coll.)

Another slab, probably of Usertesen I, with the

upper part of Min (XI, 3), bears the original colouring

in good condition ; the face of Min is black, (now at

Manchester). A fragment of a goddess in relief is

either of this or the previous reign (X, 4).

20. At the east end of the temple, close to the

overthrown south jamb of the door, stood a sandstone

box. It was on the basal clay, but disturbed, being

turned up on end, with the sunk lid still in place, but

the upper end broken open. From its position it had

evidently been in the axis of the doorway, where

foundation deposits are generally found. Both in-

side and out it shews the chisel-marks on every side,

so that it was never intended to be seen. Hence it

seems pretty certain that it was buried, and in the

centre of the doorway ; so that it probably contained

the foundation deposit, which was to be expected in

that position. The end was broken off, and the inside

full of earth. I emptied the whole of it most carefull)-

with my own hands, but no traces of the origmal

contents remained. The size of the box is as follows :

Outside, 24' 3 4- .r long, probably 28 inches originally;

l6*5 wide at top, i/'Q below; 16*5 high. Inside

22 long -f- perhaps only a few tenths of an inch ,
10 '3

wide at top, li'4 at base; 14-0 deep, less a ledge

2'2 to 2 '4 deep. The lid, 12 'i wide; 1-9 thick.

(Univ. Coll.)

In the temple of Illahun the deposits were placed

in a square pit in the rock, covered with a block of

stone ; and if such were the custom of the Xllth

dynasty, it would be likely that they would substitute

a stone box with a lid when building on a clay ground,

where no such rock-pit could be cut.

2 1. OfAmenemhat Ilia colossal vulture was found,

lying in a hole in the basal clay. It bore on the upper

surface of the pedestal a long cartouche containing

C 2
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the whole title with the name (XI, i). " Live Horus,

great of spirits, king of Upper and Lower Egypt
[Ne-maat-ra], beloved of Sekhemt, mistress of

Ankhtaui." This goddess was the consort of Ptah

of Memphis, and mother of Imhotep ; and it is

singular that the maternal emblem, the vulture, should

have been dedicated to this fierce goddess, so well

known in the lion-headed form. It is one of the

earliest sculptures of divine animals that we know.

(Ghizeh Museum.)

A few undated fragments of the middle kingdom
are also published here. A piece of a funeral stele

(XI, 4) shews offerings of three kinds of deer.

Another piece of a stele is engraved on both sides

(XI, 5, 6), and shews the truly Xlth dynasty taste

for dogs ; on No. 5 the dog is named Hemu-ma, and

on No. 6 there is a turn-spit. The inscription is part

of a formula known at El Bersheh, naming the deceased

as " a boon companion, loving frankincense, partaker

of a happy time." This was found laid down in the

pavement with the Antef blocks. (Univ. Coll.)

Another slab, apparently from some tomb, has a

sketch-outline of a boating procession : a dog is again

shewn here, apparently named dep-nefer. (Univ. Coll.)

These are probably all before the Xllth dynasty.

After the Xllth dynasty there is a piece of a basalt

stele (XII. i) referring to officials of the temple and
naming the month Epiphi. Also a piece of a lime-

stone stele (XII. 2) with the following inscription, for

a man who was son of Amena and a royal wife Ha-
ankhs, and his wife, " (i) the joy of her husband . . .

(2) satisfying the heart of her consort, the king's

daughter Sebekemheb (3) (born of?) the principal

(royal wife .') Nubemhat. He says, Oh ye who live

upon earth, scribes (4) (lectors etc.) . . . priests of the

house of Nub who enter into (this) temple, (5) (and

worship this image ?) of Hathor which I have placed

at the staircase of the mistress of . . . (6) (as ye
praise your goddess and follow her processional) bark

that raises her beauties aloft ; and as ye love to see

the beauties of Hor-sma-taui (7) (and desire that your
children may sit) upon your seats and that ye may
pass on your offices to your sons, so (S) (say ye, a

royal oblation to Nub?) in Dendera, Ra Har (akhti ?)

and the gods in the upper (mansions) (9) . . . may they

give thousands of all things) good and pure (on which)

a god lies, and pure bread of the House of Nub (10)

(to the ka of . . . ) son of the nartii of the royal table

Amena, born of the royal wife Ha-ankhs." In trans-

lating this Mr. Griffith remarks that the goddess Niib

(1. 4) is a form of Hathor at Dendera from which the

temple was named the House of Nub. Hor-sma-taui

(1. 6) was the son of the Hathor of Dendera. The
" upper mansions "

(1. 8) are connected with the solar

worship especially at Heliopolis. The reference to

this stele in History i. 218, should be corrected, for

this does not relate to Sebekhotep IV as Hor-sma-

taui, though it is closely of that period.

22. Deep down under the sand-bed of the Ptolemaic

temple, in a hole in the basal clay were found the

pieces of a stele of king Rahotep. It is carved on a

local limestone, like that of Pepy, with many flint

nodules. The whole of the scene at the top is lost,

excepting just some feet ; but the full breadth and

height of the inscription remains, though with many
gaps. The scene represents Rahotep, with a son

behind him, offering to Min. The inscription reads :

"(i) [Year . . . under the] Majesty of Horus pro-

longing life, wearer of the two diadems rich in years,

hawk of gold flourishing . . . [king of Upper and

Lower Egypt Sekhem-uah-khau-ra, son of the] Sun
Rahotep giving life (2) . . . [proclamation was made
b)-] his majesty to his nobles, the courtiers who were

with him ... in the temple ...'... my majesty

has found my father (3) [Min, who is at the] head of

all the gods ; and his gates and his doors have gone

to decay.' They did obeisance before his majesty

and said, ' Let thy ka command that (4) they be

done oh ! king, our lord. Hu (god of taste) is he who
dwells in thy mouth, and Sa (god of intellect) is he

who [dwells in thy heart]. Ptah Sokar [begat thee

and] (5) the gods fashioned thee ; thou workest for

them to provide their temples ... (6) thou hast

united the south and the north ; thy heart is enlarged

upon the Horus-throne of the living . . . thou rulest

the circuit of the sun ... (7) good ... of tlie en-

lightened, an asylum for all people ; thou sleepest not

at night nor resteth in the day in serving (8) the gods

and seeking the good of this land. Ra makes thee as

his image to bring forth what is ... (9) ... as it

was in the time of thy forefathers, the kings who
followed Horus.' Never were things destroyed in

my days (10) . . . of the things that existed aforetime.

I made monuments for the gods. . .
." The remainder

is too fragmentary to translate. (XII. 3, Univ. Coll.)

Rahotep appears from this to have been a pious

king, preserving and repairing where he could not

afford to build. The monuments of this king are so

rare that we may notice a stele (yet unpublished) in

the British Museum. It is about 18 inches high and

17 wide. The globe, wings, and uraei, in the tym-

panum. Below, two lines containing the name of
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Rahotep beloved of Asar-Khentamenti of Abydos.

Below, a scene of three men offering to Osiris. Below,

two lines of an adoration to Osiris by Ptahseankh, etc.

At one side of the tablet a man, overseer of the

temple ; at the other side a woman, with the title

citizeness, anklit en nut. It is of very rough work and

in bad condition. Some other inscription must have

been known to Lepsius, as he gives the throne-name in

the Konigsbuch. The stele from Koptos however

gives, for the first time, the Hor name, the double

diadem name, and the Hor-nub name.

Some columns found displaced in the Ptolemaic

rearrangement, are probably of the Middle Kingdom.

Columns and circular bases are both cut in dark

brown sandstone; the octagonal columns are I4'2

inches across, one circular base is 24 inches across,

and another circular base is 41 inches across, and 5i

inches high.

CHAPTER III.

THE NEW KINGDOM.

23. We now turn to the rebuilding of the temple

by Tahutmes III (see plan, PL. I). Nothing is known

about the surroundings of the temple before Ptolemaic

times ; so our present view is restricted to the block

of foundations next around the words " Temple of

Tahutmes." These foundations are all of sandstone.

On the west front are massive piles of blocks about

eight feet high, rough in outline, and evidently

hidden originally. These are doubtless the founda-

tions of columns or pillars. On the north side is some

continuous wall base. And on the south-east a

fragment of similar foundations remains, which is of

the same age, not only by its work but by the deposit

placed with it.

The foundation deposits serve to mark out this

building. They are here marked F. D., and numbered

I to 7. All of these deposits (not those in the two

north corners of the outer building) are alike in material,

and nearly all bear the name of Tahutmes III. They
were early in his reign, as a scarab of Hatshepsut

occurred in No. 3. One deposit (5) is in the axis

under the entrance on the west. Four separate

deposits form a group in the axis at the east end
;

and as the door jamb of the Xllth dynasty shews

that in that time an eastern door existed, the plan

was probably alike under the XVIIIth dynasty. In

the middle of the south side another deposit (6)

was found ; and from the analogy of deposits of the

next dynasty at Thebes, this probably shews where a

cross wall divided the temple. And the last deposit

(7) was under the south-east corner. No trace of

other deposits could be found in parallel positions.

The area of the temple thus indicated is about

twice as wide, and rather longer than, the temple of

Tahutmes III at Medinet Habu ; and almost the size

of the sanctuary-end of the temple of Amenhotep III

at Luxor, beyond the open courts. The spacing of

the foundations at the west front seems rather extreme

for columns, about 16 feet centre to centre ;
but such

span is used in the XVIIIth dynasty at Luxor, though

it is a little more than the spans in the court there.

The position suggested for a cross wall by desposit 6,

would show that the shrine was not in the centre
;

and from plans of other temples of this age it was

probably in the front half, and chambers in the back

half. Of course it must be remembered that all

temples of this age were processional in theory, being

resting-places for the sacred bark, with a clear way in

and out at both ends ; and hence from the group of

deposits at the east end, it is probable that there was

an external door there. The well by these deposits

goes down below the present water-level ;
and though

I made great efforts to reach the bottom, the water

rose too fast to bale it out. It probably has no

connection with the temple, but is one of the old wells

of the primitive settlement before any temple was

built, as we found several other such wells in the area.

The external appearance of the temple was probably

much like that of Tahutmes at Medinet Habu. In

the ruins of the Coptic Church, west of the temple,

are four standing pillars, and one fallen, which have

certainly come from this temple, as they bear scenes

of Tahutmes III. They are of red granite, plain

below and figured above, exactly like the sculptures

of the pillars of Tahutmes at Medinet Habu. They

vary somewhat in size, some being 32 X 34 inches,

others 32 X 37 inches. We may then figure to our-

selves a portico of square red granite pillars along the

front, and a building of sandstone behind, containing

a shrine for the sacred bark, and a group of chambers

for the temple property behind that, divided by the

central passage which opened out at the back of the

temple, eastward.

24. Turning now to the foundation deposits. These

were all placed in circular pits cut in the basal clay.

Plans are here given (PL. XVI) of Nos. i, 2, 3 and 7.

Beside these. No. 4 was only a shallow hole without
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ail)' regular deposit. On the top of it was a small

shell and a flat piece of steatite ; in it were a spire

shell, and a broken end of a black stone axe, which

was almost certainly far older. No. 5 contained only-

pottery, and was broken up and scattered by the

diggers, as I was not at all expecting anything there

at the time. No. 6 contained a quantity of copper

models of tools and pottery, but was so far cleared

by the boys working it before I saw it, that it is not

worth drawing here. Had the plan of the temple

been perceptible while we were at work, of course

such points would have been watched ; but the

scattered foundations under 8 or 10 feet of earth

could not be understood until the work was done
;

and the definition of the temple was mainly traced

out by the position of these deposits. The numbers

attached to them shew the order of finding ; and it is

well that only two out of seven were disturbed by

accident, all the other holes being completely re-

corded by myself.

Deposit No. i (PL. XVI). This consisted of five

jars (XIV, 40, etc.), an axe (XV, 68), an adze (64),

narrow chisel (65), and knife of copper (73), inscribed
;

and a model corn-grinder stone (XIV, 3), inscribed in

ink. These objects lay irregularly in the axis of the

temple.

Deposit No. 2 was almost entirely of pottery, the

forms of which are shewn in the plan (PL. XVI).

On the \\'est side lay an oval piece of alabaster with

inscription (XIV, 2) ; and under the central pot lay

some bones.

Deposit No. 3 was the most elaborate by far ; the

hole was about 25 inches deep. The objects were

scattered throughout the whole depth ; the deepest

are marked with the depth in inches placed inside

the outlines, while all the reference numbers to

Pl. XIV, XV, are outside the outlines. At the top

of all lay the strange quintuple jar (XIV, 7), formed

in smooth, pale, reddish-buff pottery, painted with

red and black lines. The two front jars have arms,

with hands holding breasts, and apparently two feet

turned up in front. A cow has lain across these feet

on each jar. Between the front jars is a Hathor cow,

with disc and uraeus between the horns ; another

such cow stands further back ; and four scorpions in

relief on a flat ground lie between the jars at the

sides. The fifth or last jar has lost its neck, and

hence does not shew at the top. This group lay in

the earth above the hole of the deposit, and was the

first object found there. It was a little broken, as

there was nothing to give warning of its neighbour-

hood, and it was found just in finishing work at dusk

one night. I searched the place that evening, and

had to heap loose earth on it to prevent any natives

trying it by night. Next day we carefully went

clown and cleared the hole. It is evident that this

quintuple pot was the last object used in the cere-

monies, and was thrown in on the top of all. A little

way down, a long line of beads lay across the hole
;

another group-vase lay at the S.W. of the hole,

formed of two vases with faces in relief on the necks,

and a cow between the necks (XIV, 29). The objects

had evidently been roughly cast into the pit, as the

green glazed bowl, on the S.E., was broken up, and

not all of it could be found ; also the Jiienat (XV, 75)

was broken in two, the lower end lying eight inches

north of the upper part, at the E. side of the hole.

The string of beads and fish in glazed ware (XV, 75)

attached to the vicnat, are in their original order,

which was carefully traced when taking them from

the earth. The scattered model eggs (62), in green

glaze, balls (63), scarabs, etc., do not need remark, as

they are numbered to correspond with the drawings.

Deposit 7 was in a pit about twenty inches deep.

The forms of the vases are shewn sufficiently in the

plan (Pl. XVI), numbers marking those that are

upright. The annex on the north-east was not open

above, but was a hollow in the side of the circular pit

to hold the smaller objects. In this hollow, and

before it, lay the copper models of tools upon the

floor of the pit ; above them stood the alabaster vases

(XIV, 4, 5), leaning inwards, around two pots, the

outer almost cylindrical, the inner a saucer filled with

lead ore. In the west of these was a piece of

alabaster, shaped as a very thick saucer, and in-

scribed outside (XIV, 6). The vases were all likewise

inscribed by incising them and filling the hollow

with blue. The model corn-grinders (XIV, i, 3) are

of sandstone, and inscribed with blue paint. They
lay confusedly in front of the recess, partly blocking

the mouth of it, but are not drawn in the plan to

avoid confusing it. One is marked at the S. of the

deposit 7.

Although no deposit was found on the north side,

yet under the foundations lay a broken figure of a

cow in green glaze, with large black spots. It has

lost the legs ; the length is about 6 inches.

Probably of the same age as the deposits are two

circular shallow pits, filled with a few inches of sand,

on the S. side of the temple area (see under the

letters Tahntjnes). These are probably the founda-

tions for column bases.
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Of inscriptions of tliis age not much was recovered.

A fragment of red granite bears the name of Tahut-

mes II (XIII, i), probably from the throne of a

statue. Of his son there are the great red granite

pillars in the Coptic church (XXVI), the red granite

jambs of a door (XIII, 5, 6), which were later in-

scribed by Osorhon (7). And three slabs of sculpture

here figured (XIII, 2, 3, 4) probably belonged to

this king. A relief of a king's head is most likely

also of Tahutmes III (Manchester). Beside these

we also found, of probably the same age, a lion's head

of fine work in limestone (Univ. Coll.), which may
have come from some early gargoyle of a temple

;

being in limestone, it looks as if it might be of

Usertesen's time, and the workmanship would not be

unsuited to that. A head of a life-size figure, which

was found near the central Ptolemaic steps, repre-

sents some official of the time of Amenhotep III.

(Manchester.)

25. Of the XlXth dynasty, the earliest evidence is

the base of a small sandstone sphinx of Sety I ; but

the most important object was the great triad of

life-size seated figures of Ramessu II between Isis

and Hathor (PL. XVII). It is cai-ved in dark brown-

red granite of large grain. It lay on its back upon

the northern flight of steps (Isis? steps), leading to

the Ptolemaic temple. It had therefore been shifted

in the rebuilding, and used as a decoration for the

later temple. What position it occupied is not clear
;

but as the base was toward the south, it had probably

stood on a pedestal between the pillars on the south

of the steps. About a foot of earth was beneath it,

so it had not been dragged down until the temple

was in disuetude
;
probably the Theodosian decree

had caused its fall. The face of Hathor had been

knocked oft", but nearly all of it was found lying at

hand, and has been restored to its place. This group

is the only large triad in the Ghizeh Museum, which

entailed its being kept there. The photograph here

was kindly taken by Brugsch Bey.

26. A portion of a stele of black quartzose stone

was found close to the triad (Pl. XVIII, i). It has

been engraved over an older inscription, a portion of

which was found, having been broken off in re-dressing

the block. This shews that the block was probably

of the Middle Kingdom, and must have been, when

complete, a very fine work ; the hieroglyphs were less

than half the size of the present ones, and the in-

scription must therefore have been very long. The
unprincipled Ramessu had the whole of it erased

and re-engraved with the present cutting, coarse in

work and inflated in style. Mr. Griffith translates it

as follows :

—

"(l) Ramessu mery-Amen, like the sun (2) . . .

[the nobles of] every nation bringing their tribute of

(3) . . . of much gold of much silver of every sort of

mineral (4) . . . very many prisoners of Kesh-kesh

(one of the Hittite allies), very many prisoners (5)

. . . the writings of the king (User-maat-ra, sotep-en-

ra) son of the sun (Ramessu mery-Amen) (6) . . .

many flocks of goats, many flocks of she-goats, before

his second daughter (7) . . . [bringing tribute] for

(Ramessu) who gives life to Egypt for the second

time. It was not the army that caused them to bring

them, it was not . . . (8) . . . [it was the gods] of the

land of Egypt, the gods of every country that caused

the great princes of every country to bring (9) [them]

themselves to the king (User-maat-ra, sotep-en-ra)

son of the sun (Ramessu mery-Amen) giving life,

(10) . . .to convey their gold, to convey their silver,

to convey their vases of malachite (11) . . . [to the]

son of the sun (Ramessu mery-Amen) giving life ; to

bring their herds of horses, to bring their herds of

(12) [oxen, to bring their herds] of goats to bring

their herds of sheep. It was the sons of the great

princes of the land of the Khita (13) . . . that bore

them themselves as far as the frontier of the lands of

the king (User-maat-ra, sotep-en-ra) son of the sun

(Ramessu mery-Amen) giving life, (14) ... it was

not a prince who went to fetch them, it was not an

army of infantry that went to fetch them, it was not

horsemen that went to fetch them, it was not (15)

. . . [that went] to fetch them. It was Ptah father

of the gods that placed all lands and all countries

under the feet of this good god for ever and ever."

This inscription, from the style of it, appears to

have been a hymn of praise to be recited. The idea

of it, that all nations were compelled by the gods to

bring tribute to Egypt, does not appear elsewhere.

The next large work of this reign is the stele with

Ramessu and the sacred bark of Isis borne upon the

priests' shoulders (Pl. XIX, i). Ramessu stands

offering incense to "the elder Isis, mother of the

god," " making incense offering to his mother Isis

by her son Ramessu." The tablet appears to have

been erected by the foreman of the building of

the Ramesseum, Neb-nekht-tuf, who records his

affairs below in eighteen columns of inscription as

follows :

—

" (i) The overseer of works in the temple of

User-maat-ra, [Neb-nekht-tuf born of ...
] (2)-

sekhet inakhci-u, says, Adoration to thee Isis . . .
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(3) fair of face in the Adtet boat, great of prowess

... (4) ills, abolishing quarrels, driving away . . .

(5) saving the weak from the fierce ... (6) upon the

ground Thy city ... (7) ... (8) me upon Egypt, I

stood amongst ... (9) the nobles as chief of the

mezay . . . (10) this humble servant reached his

city in order to give praise to Isis, to glorify [the

great goddess] (11) everyday. She stopped at this

chief of the mezay . . . (12) she beckoned to him,

she put me beside him I [adored her saying]

(13) thou hast made Neb-nekht-tuf, thou wilt

make . . . (14) . . . thou wilt cause . . . behold I

made a tablet like unto it ... (15) all her ways

are established well, her hand is not stayed . . .

(16) behold what was done to him was done to me :

I officiated as governor of the foreigners in the north

land, I officiated [as chief of] (17) the mezay, also as

charioteer of his majesty and royal ambassador to

every land ; overseer [of works in the] (18) temple

of User-maat-ra, sotep-en-ra in the temple of Amen
(i.e. Ramesseum) as a profitable servant like myself

Isis had given to me. . .
."

This stele was found a little east of the Usertesen

door-jamb. It had therefore been shifted at the re-

building of the Ptolemaic temple, as it was lying face

down in the base sand. (Oxford.)

By the Isis steps was also found a large headdress

of Ramessu II, of the usual Osiridc form ; it must have

belonged to a colossus of the king. (Manchester.)

Another work of this period is a large baboon in

black granite, with a pectoral on the breast shewing
" the high priest of Amen Fua-mer, makheni" offering

Maat to a seated figure of Tahuti. (Manchester.) The
upper part of a rather rough tablet of sandstone,

perhaps of this age, shews the Ba bird, with offerings

before it, adoring the sun, which is passing into the

mountains of the west : below was a scene of the

3rd prophet of Min, a scribe . . . and the divine

father, a scribe . . . adoring Osiris. A part of a

limestone tablet of rough work shews a bark borne

by twelve priests, and having the collar at each end

with a ram's head bearing a disc ; below is borne a

similar sacred bark of Horus, with a hawk's head

bearing a disc. There is no indication on the tablet,

or at Koptos, to shew whether the j-am represents

Khnum, Hershafi, or some other god.

A block of Merenptah was found re-used in the

Ptolemaic pavement on the south side of the area.

27. Of Ramessu III a granite stele was found

(XVni, 2) shewing the king offering to Min, Isis and

Horus son of Isis, the earliest instance of the triad of

Koptos which was so fixed in later times. In place

of the sun's disc between the uraei and wings, is

inserted " Mcssu heq An," i.e. Ramessu III. Five

lines of inscription remain, reading " (i) Year 29

under the good god, the sun of Egypt, the prince

of the lands of the gods, good heir of Hor-akhti,

divine hawk (2) like Horus son of Isis, good disposer

of all lands, whose method is established excellent

like Tahuti lord of beauty (3) gracious to his

suppliant . . . good of desire like Tum, the king,

lord of both lands, (User-maat-ra, mery-Amen) son

of the sun, lord of the crowns, (4) (Ramessu, heq An)
abounding in possessions, intelligent concerning them,

taste and daintiness (?) are with him like the goddess

Urthekau (5) every land is moistened (?) by his ka

and fears his majesty, abounding in captures, great

in wondrous qualities, causing Egypt to rejoice . .
."

Below this has probably been about as much more

inscription, entirely scaled away owing to its having

anciently stood where moisture reached it : no decay

had taken place when it was entirely buried after

the ruin of the temple. (Ghizeh Museum.) The
lower parts of two baboons in sandstone also bore the

name of Ramessu III. (Manchester.)

28. The upper part of a limestone stele of Isis,

daughter of Ramessu VI (XIX, 2), was found at the

back of the Ptolemaic temple, some-way east of the

" Usertesen slab." It is important historically as

shewing the name of the wife of Ramessu VI,

Nub-kkesdeb, " gold and lazuli," which has not been

found before. In the middle is a dedication to

" The Osiris, the king, lord of both lands (Maat-neb-ra,

mery-Amen) son of the sun (Ramessu, Amen-her-

khepshef, neter heq An) father of the divine wife of

Amen (the adorer of the god, Isis)." On the right

Isis offers to " Osiris . . . lord of the sacred land,

great god, chief of Agert." She is " making a

libation to Osiris the lord of eternity ; mayest thou

grant me to receive food which is offered on thy

tables, consisting of all good and pure things, from the

Osiris the divine wife of Amen, the royal daughter,

the lady of both lands, (the adorer of the god, Isis)

makherur Behind her is the name of " Her father,

the king, lord of both lands (Maat-neb-ra, mery-

Amen) son of the sun (Ramessu. . . .) " On the

left side of the tablet the princess Isis offers to

" Ra Har-akhti by whose beams the earth is

enlightened, great god, prince of eternity." She

says, " I play the sistrum before thy fair face, gold

is in front of thee, grant that I may see the early

dawn." Said by the Osiris the hereditary princess.
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great of favours, the divine wife of Amen, the royal

daughter, (the adorer of the god, Isis)." Her mother

is "the great wife of the king, whom he loves,

lady of both lands (Nub-khesdeb) viaklieru!' (At

Manchester.)

Of Ramesside work also is a part of a stele of a

man adoring a prince of Koptos, Ankh-f-ma-ra son

of Rames. On the back of this are traces of an

inscription of another official, naming his offices

under " the king mery-Amen Painezem," " renewed

to him by his son his beloved, the high priest of

Amen king of the gods . . . Masahart, viaklieni."

(Univ. Coll.) One of the Osorkons added his name

to the door-jambs of Tahutmes III (XIII, 7). Of

Tsamtek I or II one block has remained (XXVI, l).

A small chapel of Osiris, built by Aahmes Sineit, stood

by the temenos to the south of the third pylon, in

line with the .south wall. Only the lower course,

with ribbing of papyrus stems on it, remains in situ ;

but a slab with a figure of Osiris was found in it.

This had been re-stuccoed and painted a considerable

time after it was first carved ; and hence it is more

likely to belong to a permanent chapel of Osiris, than

to be a place for the transient worship of some king.

Of the XXVIth dynasty also is a headless figure

of a great official Horuza (XVIII, 3), carved in

quartzite sandstone. It is finely wrought, the pebbles

in the stone being smoothly cut through and polished :

the hieroglyphs are well formed, in the taste of that

age, as is also the symmetrical arrangement of the

inscription. It reads " Oh prophets and priests that

go up to Min and the gods of Koptos, as the gods of

your city praise you, as ye make the festival of your

king and fulfil your monthly services, as your children

are in health, your houses in prosperity, your lands

ordered, as ye pass on your offices to your sons, as ye

love life and hate death :—so say ye. May the king

give an offering, and Isis of Koptos, may she give a

good burial and conveyance to the state of a favoured

veteran, to the ka of the hereditary noble, prophet of

the great cycle of gods, great seer of Heliopolis,

Horuza ; and all funerary offerings to the ka of the

pious servant of Horus lord of Koptos, ruler of nobles

of the north and south, ruler of the palace, the great

seer, Horuza." Here again Isis and Horus have

superseded Min, as we have noticed in the Ramesside

times.

The XXXth dynasty has left some trace here ; a

fragment of a small obelisk of brown granite was

carved under Nekht-hor-heb, by Aruerza (XXVI, 2).

A .similar name occurs in Mar. Cat. Abyd., 1240,

Turin stele, 159, and Paris Bib. Nat. (see Lieblein)
;

and the name may possibly read Artierza or Mertierza.

And a small chapel some distance to the south of the

temple pylons, near the town wall, has a figure of

Nekht-hor-heb, but seems from its work to be more

probably of Ptolemy XIII and Augustus, whose name.s

it also bears.

CHAPTER IV.

PTOLEMAIC AND ROMAN PERIOD.

30. We now reach the third great period of re-

construction, which was more extensive than the work

of either the Middle Kingdom or of Tahutmes III.

We shall first review here the plan of the whole

temple, which has never been subject to any later

arrangement, and is therefore still visible in its main

features ; though we cannot safely distinguish in

many parts between the work of the earlier and later

Ptolemies.

The temple itself appears to have been greatly

enlarged. All over the area within the thick wall

portions of a massive pavement of two courses of

rough cut blocks were found in various parts. The
" great pit " at the south side is a deep hollow in the

basal yellow clay, five feet in depth, and with nearly

vertical sides. It was probably the sacred lake or

temple tank of pre-Ptolemaic times. In the Ptolemaic

reconstruction a larger temple tank was provided a

little way to the north of the temenos, where a deep

hollow to below water-level still exists, and is filled

with a varying pond, rising and falling with the Nile.

This older " great pit " was filled up with clean sand

like the whole temenos area in general, and covered

with the uniform double pavement. The older

sculptures which were lying still about the sacred site

were put out of the way into all the hollows of the

basal clay, and thus the three statues of Min, the

slabs of Pepy, the vulture of Amenemhat, the stele

of Rahotep, and other fragments, were all disposed of

beneath the grand platform of sand and pavement

which made a clear space for the Ptolemaic work.

This sand-bed we turned over down to the basal clay,

throughout the whole area within the temenos, except

where later constructions of some height stood on it,

and over part of the great pit, where the labour of

shifting such a depth was very great. It might still be

worth while to clear out all the great pit
;
but until

D
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the plans were completed I did not fully realise its

nature. The foundations of buildings which jve left

unmoved were generally searched by undermining, to

see if sculptured blocks were employed in them ; and

in this way we found some of the finest work, that of

the scenes of Amencmhat I and Usertesen I (PL. IX),

]jlaced face down at the bottom of the later founda-

tions.

This rearrangement of Ptolemaic times is of much
interest, as hitherto we have known nothing of what

became of the older rem? ins of the great sites, such as

Dendera, Esnch, and Edfu, which are to all present

appearance purely Ptolemaic. The Dendera of Khufu

lies probably in pits beneath the sand-bed of the

foundations of the great temple of the Ptolemies and

Romans : and the sculptures of the magnificent work

of the Xllth dynasty might be looked for on the

under sides of the lowest foundations of Edfu.

The limits of the Ptolemaic platform of pavement

were fully built up to on the north : and there

I found the foundation deposits beneath the high

wall-courses on the pavement. But on the south I

could not find any deposits at the corners, perhaps

because the buildings did not extend over the pave-

ment to the limits. At the back of the temple an

open unpaved space was left in the temenos ; and

from that a gateway led out to the north, so much
decayed that I could not trace its exact limits between

the mud filling of it and the mud bricks of the wall.

At the south-east corner also the brickwork could not

be traced continuously to the south side, and hence

there was probably a small gate there. The difificulty

of making certain whether a cutting is made in wall

or washed mud, is considerable when the soil is moist,

the depth such that wide clearances at one time are

out of the question, and the bricks so pressed and

contorted that scarcely any trace of structure can be

seen in the wall.

Over the whole space to the east of the Tahutmes

temple lay a confused mass of shifted blocks and

fallen architraves of the Ptolemaic and Roman periods.

The pieces were too much broken, and too seldom

connected in character, for any restoration of the

structure to be possible. From a fragment of a

Hathor head it appears that there were columns of

that type, about two-thirds the size of those at

Dendera. The sizes of the architraves were 41 inches

(2 cubits) square, and also 52 and 53 inches (2-I-

cubits) square. They were sculptured with inscrip-

tions, of which the most continuous portions are

copied on Pl. X-XVI. Fragments of columns at the

front shew a diameter of 90 inches ;
others in the

middle shew 68 inches. It is evident, therefore, that

the Ptolemaic temple extended to the east, and had

its most important parts quite off the site of the

earlier sanctuary.

31. In the front we gain some indication of its

arrangements. A long stone basement remains on the

west, divided by three flights of stone steps. These

were all contemporary, as they stand equally related

in position to the one stone wall. And it seems not

too much to suppose that they led to three separate

shrines in the temple, like the double entrance of

Ombos. The different gods of the well-known triad

of Koptos—Min, Isis, and Horus—in later times,

might be connected with these three entrances. And
as on the northern staircase the group of Ramessu

with Isis and Hathor was found—as the tablet of the

bark of Isis lay on the same northern side, about

east of the Usertesen jamb—as the sculptures on the

curtain wall between the columns north of the northern

steps shew only Isis—and as the inscription on the

p\'lon before that (PL. XXII) names the temple of

Isis— it seems fairly certain that the northern stairway

led to the Isis shrine. Of the other two stairways

there is not much evidence of their purpose. But as

there is shewn on a tablet of Roman age (XXII, 2) a

shrine of Min as the great object of the place, it is

more likely that the great steps in the main axis of

the whole place belong to Min, and the lesser steps to

Horus. Before the temple were two series of pylons,

those of Isis and those of Min. The only one bearing

sculpture was the innermost pylon of Isis, which had

a long inscription on the east wall of the gate-keeper's

recess (Pl. XXII, i) ; on the north wall of the same

recess is a scene of Min with the king behind him,

and the queen, Nebhat, Sekhet, and Nut before him :

and on the wall between the recess and Ihe Isis steps

are figures offering, a king and a Nile figure. Lying

by this pylon was a fragment of the Greek dedica-

tion (Pl. XXII, 2) :

THE? BASIA[EnS nTOAEMAIOT . . . .]

nPOnTAO[N
]

The only other case in which a propylon is named in

a dedication is at Dendera, under Augustus (Letronne,

Rec. Ins., p. 81, pl. V, F ; Mariette, Dendera, p. 32) ;

and this inscription is very probably of Ptolemy XIII.

Of the other pylons only the foundations or lower

parts of the walls remain. The great entrance pylon

was cleared down to the basal clay at its corners, in

search of deposits. The course joints were at O, 18,
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28, 46, and 78 inches, there being four courses of

rough-cut foundation remaining. The great brick

wall in which this gate is, forms part of the main

fortification of Roman times, having semi-circular

bastions along it on the other three sides, and con-

taining nearly all the town of Koptos.

32. The foundation deposits were found under the

two northern corners of the Ptolemaic building. After

I had obtained a clue to the plan of the place, I then

dug deep wells down at the corners, to follow the wall

and reach into the foundation sand. The men
grumbled at making such deep holes, but were

astounded when I went down, and after a few minutes'

scraping in the sand took out the gilt blocks of stone

(XXIII, 5). The story went round the town that I

could tell exactly where the treasure was buried, set

a man to dig down deep in the earth close to it, and

then go and take out all the gold with my own hands.

It certainly had more substance in it than most

oriental tales.

The plans of these two deposits are given, Pl. XVI
at bottom. It does not appear that there was any

system in placing them : the distance from the corner

of the stone (shewn in the plan) is not the same, nor

the positions of the pieces. The figures upon the

objects shew the depth of them in inches under the

lowest stone ; they vary from nine to three inches down.

The numbers outside of the objects shew the nature

of them, referring to the numbers in Pl. XXIII. On
that plate are shewn the various materials and forms:

the gold is represented by gilt blocks of sandstone,

the silver was a plating over a piece of wood, which is

now rotted away, the bronze and lead are solid

blocks ; the glass is mainly decomposed, while the

pieces of ore and stone are as when buried. The
alabaster pieces from the two corners fitted together.

The vases were all of the forms here shewn, mostly of

the smaller size. The cartouches were all written

with ink, and only traces remain on the lead and

)-ellow glass. The form does not agree to any of the

variants known of any Ptolemaic name.

At the bottom of this plate are two blocks of

limestone, painted blue, found under foundation at the

east end of the temple. Also a square tile of white

inlaid with blue glaze, probably of early Naukratite

work, which was found in the town.

33. Turning now to the other remains which do not

involve the architecture, we see first a scene on the

curtain wall, or screen, between the eastern pair of

columns, north of the Isis steps. This whole scene of

fifteen blocks was transported to England and is now

at Oxford. Is was needful to remove it, as the

natives began to pull it down for the sake of the

blocks bearing faces, for sale to dealers. The scene

represents Ptolemy I deified, standing before a shrine

receiving offering of incense from a priest ; behind the

priest are six standards, the Ibis, one defaced, the

Hawk, the piece of flesh (?), the jackal, and the Min
sign with two plumes ; and beyond these stands " the

great Isis princess of all the gods." This scene was at

a lower level than the top of the steps, so it appears

that after the building under Philadelphos, the floor

of the temple was raised and the steps heightened

probably under Ptolemy XIII Dionysos. This ac-

counts for the Isis steps intruding beyond the line of

the front wall.

34. The most important inscription of the Greek age

is of the reign of Philadelphos (Pl. XX). It is

carved minutely and very regularly upon a large thin

slab of basalt ; from the fracture of one edge it seems

probable that this was a sheet of background behind

a statue, such as we see behind the figures of Ty and

Ranefer in the Ghizeh Museum. The slab was kept at

that museum, as a small piece of it had been previously

acquired there. What I found was lying re-used as a

floor stone in a brick building in the S.W. corner of

the plan Pl. I. The inscription is translated by
Mr. Griffith as follows :

—

" (i) . . . his boundaries thereto between the two seas

(Mediterranean and Red Sea). (2) . . . his beauties

shine in every face, even as the sun illumines the day.

He is as . . . (3) . . . with plumes like his father

Min of Koptos, the king of Upper and Lower Egypt,

loved of the two lands (User-ka-ra, mery-Amen), son

of the sun, lord of the diadems [Ptelumys . . . (4) . . .

the hereditary noble, the sole companion] the noble

at the head of the people, great in his office, high in

his dignity, advanced in position in the palace, on

whose utterance the king relies, to whom are told the

proceedings of . . . (5) . . . the greatest dignitary

from the two lands, the officer standing on the (king's)

right hand, ready of speech, loving the council-chamber

of difficult questions, discussing the teachings of the

good god, praised by the king ... (6) ... . turning,

his face to his adviser, his back upon the evil . . . (7)

. . . beloved of the lord of this land, preparing the

the way that he desires, protecting the city of Koptos,

defending its nome, a place of retreat behind the

estates (?), strong in smiting, remembering him who
remembers him, chief of the living, by whose advice

are regulated the aftairs of the palace . . . (8) . . .

right and left of the child of intelligence to produce

D 2
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pleasantness of discourse, floating on the current of

the gods, but to prevent the speaker from delay in

dalliance. A man with mind present in an unpre-

cedented moment. He made him to find methods

. . . [the whole land] (9) prayed for his health day

and night in matters pertaining to his decision
;
a

mooring-post for him who is swept away (') a raft(.')

for the drowning man, relieving him who is suffocated.

The oppressed cried to him . . . protecting their

bodies from every ill . . . (10) protecting the aged,

guarding the guardians, punishing greed toward the

defenceless, a man of arithmetic, a very Thoth in

accuracy, knowing what reports are like (?). Many
said "Beauty beside him there is nonc"(.') a man of

frankincense, loving the wine-cup, gracious of eyes on

the day of ... (11) skilled in writing, a man to whom
comprehension came swiftly (?) satisfying the heart of

his master, superintendent of the royal harim, chief

officer of his majesty, chief of the ser\'ants of the

princess, the great favourite, mistress of the two lands,

pleasing the heart, gracious and sweet of love, fair of

crowns, receiving the two diadems, filling the palace

with her beauties, the principal royal wife, pacifying the

heart of the king of Upper and Lower Egypt, lord of

both lands (User-ka-ra, mery-Amen), son of the sun,

lord of the diadems (Ptelumys) . . . (12) priest of Osiris,

Horus, and Isis of Het-zefan and the gods of Hct-

zcfau, of Isis the image in the nome of Koptos, of the

lion of the south and the lion of the north, of Shu and

Tefnut, the son and daughter of Ra in Ous, of the

elder Isis mother of the god on the great throne of

Osiris in the shrine, of Ptah Sokar Osiris the great

god in the sarcophagus of Osiris of Koptos in Het-

nub, Senu-sher-sheps."

{Hymn to Min.)

" (13) He says before his master, Glory to thee . . .

Min of Koptos, Horus raising the arm, great of love,

piercing the sky with his double plume, lord of joy in

the shrine, king of the gods, sweet of love, full of his

mother, upon his great throne, great god in the two

hemispheres, in Hesep, surmounting his staircase,

purifying (?) the flesh of god, offering to his father,

male of the gods, valiant in . . . (14) . . . prince of

the desert, loving mankind he has created youths.

His abomination is to say ' Cut short the breath of

life by which one lives ;
' causing to breathe him who

follows his current. Fair of face, he enriches the two

breasts, beautiful beyond the gods, his excellence is

beyond the divine C)'cle, satisfying the majesty in the

desert and in the eastern mountains . . . (15) . . .

travelling upon his current, healing the sick, making

the distressed to live, good physician (?) to him that

puts him in his heart, making to live him whose heart

is contracted. I am thy servant, travelling upon thy

current, thou has founded (?) my heart in the egg,

lest precious stones should be scattered (?) . . . (16)

. . . thy great city. I repeated for it the sealing of

all its property by calculation. I slept not at night, I

rested not in the daytime, searching after thy beauties

in my heart.

(Deeds of Senu-sker)

"When I found Het-zefan gone to ruin, worn . . .

(17) ... [I removed] the mud (?) I built a wall

around it for the second time, the length no cubits,

the breadth 40 cubits, the depth 15 cubits. I dug

the ground to make a channel of 6 cubits in order to

raise the floor in the whole temple. I built . . . (18)

. . . sistrum, . . . their clappers (?) of bronze

engraved with the great name of his majesty. I

made all his utensils of bronze, though I found not

such things of former workmanship. I enlarged his

house with all good things : I provisioned his altars,

I increased his ofterings in the offering-place, I

established ... (19) ... a gateway of good white

living stone, its length 15 cubits, breadth 6 cubits to

the top of the hinges (?) around (?) its entrance (?)

inscribed with the great name of his majesty ; its

doors of cedar (?) overlaid with bronze, its hinges of

bronze of Setet. The pylon-tower on the north built

of brick for the dromos of Isis . . . (20) . . . the

pylon of brick. I made a shrine of basalt for Horus

Isis and Osiris upon the great throne, the great god

in his shrine. I renewed the monuments in the house

of Osiris ... (21) ... mayest thou prolong my
existence upon earth (?)... growing old, resting in

the good necropolis in the nome of Koptos ... [to

the ka of].

Column I "... the nome of Koptos in the sacred

places of the queen : making to reign the mistress

of the villages and districts in the southern Neter

(parallel to the northern Neter, anotlier town of Isis,

now Behbit), accomplishing the heart's desire in all

good work in hard stone and living rock, setting up

statues of the king, lord of both lands (User-ka-ra

mery-Amen), son of the sun, lord of the crowns

(Pdelumeys), ever-living, and images of the queen.

Never was the like done except by my Master in

this land . . . festivals of the lord of both lands
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(Usei'-ka-ra mery-Amen), son of the sun, lord of the

crowns, (Ptelum ...)... (2) .. . (men will say) in

finding his name in southern Neter, ' Let us come to

you and tell you my good success
;
praise, ye god for

him who did service (?) without ceasing.' Give ye to

me bread and beer, oxen and birds, wine and milk,

incense and water, and all good and pure things

sweet and pleasing that appear upon the altar of the

elder Isis, mother of the god ; of . . . daily, day and

night ; for I am a great one . . . (3) . . . making the

weak and motherless to live, wall of life protecting his

nome, Senu-sher-sheps, the superintendent of the

royal harim of Arsynifau (Arsinoe), the chief royal

wife of the king, lord of both lands (User-ka-ra mery-

Amen), son of the sun, lord of the crowns (Pdelumys),

ever-living. He says, Oh ! every eye that seeth the

sun, the circuit made by Tum, and every one that

Cometh ... (4) (on the edge). \Seten du hotep to

Osiris] to Har-pe-khroti, the very great, chief child

of Amen (see Br. Geog. 831), and to the gods and

goddess who are in the southern Neter, may they give

offerings of oxen, cranes, and all things good, pure,

sweet and pleasant, for the hereditary noble, the

royal sealbearer, the sole companion, Senu-sher-

sheps. . .
."

Mr. Griffith remarks that the name of the writer is

Senu-sher or Senu-sher-sheps, the latter form being

clear in the third column. His principal function was

that of major-domo of a queen of Ptolemy Phila-

delphos, named Arsinoe. There can be no doubt

that this was not his favourite wife and sister Arsinoe,

whom he married in middle life (B.C. 279), but the

daughter of Lysimachus of Thrace, and the mother

of his successor; he had married her (B.C. 285), in

early life, but banished her to Koptos for fictitious or

real intrigues of one sort or another. If historians

are to be trusted, the banishment of his first wife, and

the marriage with his sister, took place very soon

after his accession, so that his first wife must have

been already in exile at Koptos when this inscription

was cut. She still, however, bore most flowery titles,

and was evidently treated as a royal personage. Her
name is peculiarly rendered in hieroglyphics, as if to

distinguish her from her rival, and she is not named
royal sister.

The ex-queen apj^ears to have had a district in the

region of Koptos assigned to her, named the southern

Neter (the northern Neter or Iseum—now Behbit el

Hagar—being another great centre of Isis worship

like Koptos), and her statues were erected by her

major-domo side by side with those of her recent

husband. She must therefore have had something

like absolute authority in this petty kingdom assigned

to her.

Senu-sher held important priesthoods in the Osiride

temple of Koptos, but apparently not in the shrine

of Min, although he gives here a long hymn to Min.

The same separation appears in the Ptolemaic story

of Setna, several scenes of which are laid in Koptos,

but which makes no mention of Min, while the priests

of Isis and Harpokrates figure in it frequently.

35. The dimensions which are here recorded for

the Philadelphian rebuilding were eagerly compared

with the plan so soon as I found the inscription at

Koptos. The length agrees well enough with the

total from the front wall to the outside of the back of

the temenos ; according to the plan, this varies from

4445 to 4455 inches, which is equal to 1 10 double

cubits of 40 '4 to 40*5 inches. But the breadth of

the temenos as it now stands, is more like 70 than

40 double cubits ; the only possible reckoning as 40
would be taking only the stone building, and sup-

posing that the earlier Ptolemaic temple was sym-

metrical about the Tahutmes temple, and that the

expansion on one side to the south beyond the great

pit is due to the Dionysian reconstruction. But the

obvious difficulty in this is that the no cubits of

length include the thick brick wall, and the dimen-

sions are stated to be those of a wall around the

temple, and must therefore include the wall in the

. breadth. It might be then better to refer the dimen-

sions to a stone wall, like that of Edfu, around the

temple, inside of the brick wall ; and suppose the

length to extend from the front of the third pylon to

the back foundation deposit, and the breadth from

the northern foundation deposit to a wall near the

site of the vulture, symmetrical about the Tahutmes
temple. This view seems reasonable, and presents no

serious difficulty. As the stone circuit wall of Edfu

is over 20 cubits high, this wall being 15 cubits high

would be quite probable. And the whole space of

the temple of Koptos would then be a little longer

and not quite so wide as that of Edfu (without the

peristyle court), or Dendera. The fragments of

columns indicate that those in the front and in the

middle were slightly larger than the similar ones at

Dendera (90 and 68, against 87 and 64 inches).

36. The large headdress in white marble (XXVI,

3) probably belonged to a statue of Arsinoe II, the

second wife of Philadelphos, as the titles are fuller
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than those of later queens ; there is no royal-mother

title, which often occurs later, and it has exactly the

same titles in the first column as those of Arsinoe I.

That it is not the statue of Arsinoe I, named by

Senu-sher, is shewn by the titles royal daughter and

royal sister, which were not borne by the earlier

queen. This block was found in the front court

between the second and third pylon of Isis ; it is

now at University College.

The next monument is the middle of a limestone

statue of Ptolemy III Euergetes which has his name
on the back of it (XXVI, 3 A) ; now at Manchester.

The name of Ptolemy IX was observed on a block

of granite which had been cut up for a mill-stone
;

and after that we come to a considerable rebuilding

under Ptolemy XIII (of Lepsius) Neos Dionysos.

Several pieces of inscription of his occur on blocks

in the temple (XXVI, 4, 5, 10) and a large cubical

altar of black basalt covered with his inscriptions has

been lying in the ruins, visible for many years.

A sandstone statue of apparently Ptolemaic age

was found lying near the eastern wall of the temenos.

The head is passably cut, and well-formed ; it wears

a wreath of leaves, and a band of rosettes ; the dress

is a long robe of which the tagged edge is held by
the left hand in front ; the head was broken from

the body, and the feet are lost. (Philadelphia.) A
large lion-head gargoyle was probably belonging to

the outer wall of the temple ; it lay by the Min steps.

This, and a piece of an elaborate capital of Roman
age, are in South Kensington Museum.

37. Under the earlier emperors a good deal of

activity appears here. The small chapel south of

the temple bears the name of Augustus. The temple

building begun by Ptolemy XIII, (about 56 B.C.) was

continued by Tiberius (see XXVI, 6, 7, 8) and Nero
(XXVI, 9) ; many of the architraves and other blocks

about the eastern end are of this age, by their style,

and they shew that a building quite comparable to

the shrines of Esneh or of Dendera had stood here
;

and fragments seen in modern use bear the names of

Caligula and Claudius. What cause can have led to

such a wholesale clearance of sandstone from here,

while it remains untouched in places north and south

of this, is difficult to understand. But with Nero the

history of the temple, as such, comes to a close.

Turning to the remainder of the Egyptian inscrip-

tions, there was found outside the temenos to the

north-west, a sandstone stele of Tiberius adoring

Horus and Isis, with an inscription in hieroglyphics

and demotic. This laj- face down for paving ; now

in the Ghizeh Museum. Another sandstone stele is

rougher in style, but bears an interesting subject,

(XXII, 3). An emperor, apparently Nero, is offering

to Min, who stands with the usual attributes, \\'hile

behind him is a shrine with a long sloping ascent and

a figure in it holding a spear. This figure is not

that of Min, as the arm does not bear a whip, and it

wears a wig. It seems rather to be Horus, with

his spear for slaying the crocodile, the avenger of

his father, as shewn at Edfu. The inscription in

hieroglyph is " Live Horus, the waVrior, smiting the

foreign countries, Nero Caesar (?) : he has made his

monument to his father Min-Ra . . . the land in

Het-shau : may he live like Ra for ever." Below

this, in demotic, is "Before Min the image the great

god . . . Perthonius (.') son of Pamin whose mother

is Khuy . . . for ever . . . Nero Claudius Caesar,

Augustus, Germanicus, Imperator." Hct-shau, " house

of sand," must be the name of a temple or shrine in

Koptos not otherwise known, probably the shrine

which is here represented.

38. The later history of Koptos is illustrated by the

Greek and Latin inscriptions, which are fully described

and discussed by Mr. Hogarth in the last chapter.

Here we may note their historical positions. After

the hieroglyphic inscriptions of Tiberius and Nero, we
see that some public work went on here under Galba,

the inscription of which remained (XXVIII, 2).

Under Domitian the bridge over the canal was

rebuilt from the foundation ; and the inscription of

this work, which is one of the very rare examples

of Latin in Egypt (XXVIII, 3), was afterwards taken

into the town, and broken in two for building stone.

A native digger found it, and sold it to me. The

great tariff inscription was found shortly before I

arrived at Koptos, and had been secured by the

native guardian belonging to the museum. The

place of it was in a little dusty rise of soil in the

middle of the two-mile belt of cultivation between

Koptos and the desert. The present dyke-road in

crossing the plain winds someway to the south of

this hillock ; but it seems probable that this site was

on the ancient road, as it lies exactly between the

Roman town and the present head of the road when

it joins the desert. The road then probably ran

straight past this toll-gate, and has been diverted up

stream by continual patching and repairs of breaches

in the dyke. The entry for a funeral up to the

desert and back was a most tantalizing item ; we
were searching for the cemetery, and this seemed to

prove that it was on the desert
;
yet though we
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examined everj' likely position for some miles, we

did not succeed : and we were forced to conclude

that this tax referred to a comparatively small

Roman cemetery on the edge of the desert by the

road. The cemetery of Koptos is referred to in the

tale of Setna in such a way as to imply that it

adjoined the town ; and it seems possible that it may
have been upon a part of the clay island which has

since been entirely covered over by the rising deposits

of the Nile.

After this there is one inscription known of

Antoninus, dated under the Eparch Lucius Munatius

Felix (Rec. XVI, 44) ; a brief dedication on a column

is dated in the reign of Scverus (XXVIII, 5): and

a most interesting altar belongs to the reign of

Caracalla (XXVIII, 6). The god lerablos, from

whom the city was named, is an obvious new point
;

but it was not till Prof. Sayce was looking over it

that the Baal Akabos or Yakub was cleared up by

him. It is seldom that two such contributions to

mythology are given by one short inscription. I

found the stone built in as the threshold of the door

of a peasant's house, and at once bought it. Of
Caracalla also the unusual monument was found of a

colossal head of the emperor in red granite. It lay

on the steps of the Isis temple, and shews therefore

that a statue had been erected by the entrance to the

temple, and that therefore the building was still in

repair and in use at that date. The likeness of the

portrait is unmistakable, and the work is probably

due to a Greek artist of the time, as there is nothing

Egyptian in the style of it. (Now at Philadelphia.)

The next fixed point is in the inscription of

Quietus (XXVIII, 7) about 260 A.D. ; and it should

be noted how in this and others of the Greek

inscriptions (as 6 and 12) the influence of the tall Latin

script, with cross bars at the ends of the strokes, is

obvious. It shews that Latin was more familiar than

Greek writing to those who set the style, and reflects

the importance of the Roman garrison at Koptos.

The latest inscription known from Koptos is one

at the Ghizeh Museum (Rec. XVI, 44.). It is dated

in the 627th year of an era, which can hardly be

other than the Seleucid era. It appears strange to

find this era used in Egypt, but as the dedication is

in honour of certain messengers from Emesa in Syria,

it is not an unlikely compliment to them. The date

would then be 315 A.D. ; and this agrees well with

another point. The Praepositus of the Gallic legion

here is named Victorinus ; he would be almost

certainly so called after Victorinus the usurper in

Gaul, 265-267 A.D. His age in an important office

would probably be between 40 and 60, and this would

bring us to between 305 and 325 A.D., which just agrees

with the dating by the Seleucid era. The inscription

is not very correctly published, but after some

emendations (such as Arabarch in 1. 3, Africae in

1. S, &c.) it appears to read thus:—"Dedicated on

behalf of the Emesian messengers. With the

consent of the High Priest of Dionysos, on the good

day . . . the Arabarch dedicated this for the good

fortune of the messengers from Emesa. And for the

welfare of the Vexillation of the Gallic legion and the

Ala Africae under the Praepositus Victorinus, year

627, month Lous 15."

This Ala Secunda Ulpia Afrorum was at the

north-eastern frontier of Egypt in the following

century, according to the Notitia. This dedication

closes the series of the inscriptions of Koptos.

CHAPTER V.

THE MINOR ANTIQUITIES.

39. For convenience of reference we will first notice

those objects which are figured in the plates, in their

numbered order. The foundation deposits have all

been noticed in describing their respective temples.

XXI, I. A piece of black steatite cup, with scroll

border on the flat edge : found in the town. From

the style of the scroll probably of the Xllth, or

XVIIIth dynasty at the latest.

2. A piece of black steatite cup incised with a group

of two goats browsing on a bush. A similar subject

occurs incised on black pottery at Kahun (Kahun,

XXVII. 200), and indicates that this steatite cup is

probably of the Xllth dynasty. From the town.

3. A piece of a large alabaster vase with a narrow

neck ; inscribed with the name of Khufu, and the

determinative of the seated king like that in the

graffito of Seneferu (Medum, XXXII, i). This was

found low down in the town south of the temple ;
it

was doubtless part of the furniture of the temple of

Khufu. (F. P. coll.)

4. 5, 6. Three bronze standards in the form of a

decorated lance. On 4 is a royal sphinx, and a figure

of Horus binding the crocodile. On 5 is a hawk. On
6 is a hawk-head end to the lance, and Horus binding

the crocodile. From the lance-head form and the

hawk-head it might be at first supposed that these
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referred to Mentu ; but the evident figure of Horus

and the crocodile, and their being found at Koptos,

points to their belonging to Horus. The lance there-

fore must be of Horus, the avenger of his father
;

though very probably the symbolism has been much
influenced by the neighbourhood of the war-god

Mentu.

7. A head in limestone of early style, perhaps of

the Old Kingdom.

8. A bronze Lepidotus.

9. Piece of limestone tablet with the ram of Amen.
10. Back of an Osiris statue in limestone.

11-18. The Osiris figures of the XXVIth dynasty

and onward are very numerous ; and they illustrate

the continued degradation by cheap imitation. The
earlier ones are of fair work, in black steatite, yellow

limestone, or cast bronze : the example in steatite (11)

\\'as dedicated by Khonsu-pa-aua son of Amen-du-
nekht and Ast-khebt (bought at Koptos, F. P. Coll.).

A fine head in thinly cast bronze on an ash core, of

about the same scale, was found in the temple near

the great pit. (Manchester.) Then come figures on a

lesser scale (12), without any dedication, but of fair

work. Next these were made slight and more con-

ventional, cast shrunken and solid, without any ash

core, as 13. Then to save trouble the moulds were

made conjoined, as in 14, so that many could be made
at a single filling. The feet being narrower than the

shoulders, they were made nearer together (15). And
then degraded, as in 16, 17, and lastly 18, where they

become a sort of radiating ornament, which we took

them for at first sight. The only purpose of this

long degradation, until the Osiris becomes vestigial,

must have been economy in presenting them ; and
as a single one of the type 18 cannot have been

thought worth troubling about, it seems likely that

there was a custom of vowing so many statues to

Osiris, and we see here the means for dedicating a

few hundreds without impoverishing the devotee.

19. A block of sandstone with a flight of steps in

front, and a hollow shaped as a foot at the top.

Several blocks of stone with marks of feet were found

in the temple
; and they suggest that there was a

sacred footprint here—as in so many countries at the

present time—and that copies or models of it were

made as objets de pi^te.

XXIV, XXV. Of scarabs a large number were

found or bought at Koptos, but very few of import-

ance. They are all figured here, as it is very desirable

to shew what styles belong to each district. Those
with names are as follows:— i, Amcnemhat HI; 2,

Usertesen
; 3, Ay, Mer-nefer-ra ; 4, the Lady Uazit-

hotep, daughter of Nem-mest ; 5, a royal priest ; 6,

the artist and follower, Netrihotep
; 7, Ra-nefer ;

8, Apepa, Aa-seuser-ra
; g, Sebakhotep HI, probably

of later date from the style of it, which is most like

the scarabs of the XXVth dynasty ; 10-32, Ta-

hutmes HI
; 33, Tahutmes IV

; 35, Amenhotep IV
;

36, Sety I
; 37-38, Ramessu II

; 39, Ramesside
; 40,

Shabaka, with the ram's head on the beetle, charac-

teristic of the XXVth dynasty
; 41, Rameny, perhaps

a vassal of Piankhy. The cylinder 42 is of a curious

style, probably very early ; it is roughly cut in lime-

stone, now burnt, and was found in the low-level

town south of the temple. The other scarabs do not

call for any special notice.

40. Turning now to the objects which are not

figured, the earliest is probably a portion of a silver

feather from a headdress of Min, l\ inches wide and

II or 12 inches high, now broken to 9^ inches. It

was found low down in the soil of the southern side

of the temple, in the Min region. A lower portion of

a plant (or palm spathe ?), such as is seen behind Min on

the sculptures, was found, made of green glaze marked

out with blue, about 3 inches wide and 6 long ; this

doubtless came from the fittings of a statue of Min,

as also a fragment of a coffer in limestone, such as is

represented behind statues of Min. (All in Univ. Coll.)

Another fragment from temple fittings is a reed from

a sekhet sign, in green glaze
;
probably from a group

where a king was offering fields to the god.

Portions of several window-gratings of sandstone

were found on the temple site. Hitherto only the

plain grid of vertical bars has been seen in temples,

(Karnak, Ramesseum, and decorated in Deir el

Medineh) ; but we have five other designs at Koptos.

(i) Vertical bars having a curved slit above them,

adapted to a round-headed window
; (2) lattice of

bars crossing at about 55', broken into panels by half-

round columns between
; (3) dividing the surface into

squares, the half of each square cut diagonally is

perforated
; (4) a square panel perforated with a six-

leaved rosette
; (5) an upright opening with a modi-

fied ankh of stone left in it. All of these are now at

University College.

41. A curious series of small tanks of stone was

found about the temple. Several of them have little

stairways cut down the inner sides, and in one there

are 14 steps on each of two opposite sides. These

recall the stairway of 14 steps ascending and 14 steps

descending which is mentioned at Koptos, and has

evidently a lunar connection with the waxing and
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waning moon. This tank gives a further view that

these steps were at the great temple tank or sacred

lake, and were copied in the model tanks provided

in the temple. Why such model tanks were made
may be gleaned from some details. They are all rough

below and round the lower half, but finished smooth

round the edge and inside. They were therefore not

for dedications, to place free-standing in the temple, but

must have been sunk half in the earth. The use of them

is shewn by a foot carved in the bottom of one ; they

were probably for washing the feet before prayers in

the temple, like the Islamic ablutions. And they were

apparently thus used to save the trouble and un-

pleasantness of going down to the great tank, with the

populace. Some persons were even more particular,

and declined to use a model tank in common. One
Aristius Saturninus, more fastidious or litigious than

other people, had a tank solely for his own use,

inscribed as his own place (XXVTII, 13).

In the town we found a trachyte corn-grinder,

formed as a slab 16 x 11 inches and 3 thick, with a

slit 9 X li along the middle, and sloping sides to

the slit, which has a sharp edge. Thus the corn was

laid in the wide space over the slit, and gradually

worked down through the slit as the stone was slid to

and fro on a lower slab. Pieces of such are often

found on Roman sites in the Delta (" Nebesheh,"

p. 27) ; and though at first mistaken for window-slits,

the real use has been surmised, although a whole

example has not been found before. In this instance,

the bar-holes for fastening a cross handle for pushing

it to and fro are unmistakable.

42. Of Roman age also is a fine brick tomb

{ XXVI, top), outside of the Roman fortification on

the east. It has been preserved to a height of 9 feet

8 inches, by being deeply heaped around with broken

pottery and rubbish of the third century A.D. ; and

these heaps have undergone slow combustion of the

organic matter in them, which has baked them and

the tomb to a brick-red colour. The dividing of the

outside surface by pilasters, is akin to the so-called

" Tomb of Absalom " at Jerusalem ; and as this tomb
cannot be later than the Antonines (bj' the date of

the heaps which bury it), it is probably of the ist or

early 2nd century, A.D. Ver)- probably the type was
brought in by the Palmyrene archers stationed here,

who were familiar with it in their own city. The
interior is divided in two parts by a cross wall ; and

the access is by a doorway at either end in the upper

storey. Probably the. lower chambers contained the

burial, as we found in them a large jar of blue glaze,

14^ iiiches high, which contained calcined bones.

Over the lower part a brick floor was probably built,

and the openings above may have had statues placed

in them. Had they been closed as doors, the brick

filling would probably have remained. The capitals

of the pilasters had no detail, but were simply formed

by projecting the bricks and smoothing the form to a

rough moulding. Of Roman age is a curious stele of

Osiris (V, 12), in which he is figured with the long

cloak, six stars around him, Hor-sam-taui on one side,

and the eye of Horus on the opposite side. (Ghizeh

Museum.)

Of Roman remains many varieties of cups with

white slip in high relief were found (in Brit. Mus.,

Roman), and other small objects which do not call for

remark.

43. Of Coptic times is a stele with a doorway

represented, much like Gayet, Fig. 24 ; but in this

case there is an outer doorway of twisted columns

supporting a pediment. (Univ. Coll.) The remains

of a Coptic church (XXVI, top) stand between the

ancient and modern town. The plan of it cannot now

be traced, except in the region of the Baptistery, which

is valuable as probably the oldest oriental baptistery

remaining. The cruciform tank has three steps

leading down into it : the central space is about

7 feet across between the parallel sides, affording

plenty of space for immersion of adults, while the

three recesses, being 28 inches wide, are fully sufficient

for a person to stand in : possibly they were for the

priest, and two deacons with the oil of exorcism and

the oil of thanksgiving, in an earlier form of the ritual

than now exists, when adult baptism was general.

There are two pillars of red granite (taken from the

temple of Tahutmes III) on the east of the tank, and

a fallen one on the west, suggesting that a square

canopy or baldachino stood over it. Two similar

pillars are in the hall on the west. The scenes have

been era.sed from nearly all the sides of these pillars,

one being left untouched on the south side of the

south pillar in the hall ; the inscriptions are also

erased, except that the ankh has been left intact,

probably as a symbol of life or a form of the cross.

Beside these there are some octagonal columns with

circular bases, lying by the tank ;
these are of late

Roman work. The remains of the capitals of lime-

stone are of a debased Corinthian style, probably of

the late IVth or the \'th century. If the interwoven

capitals of Justinian extended so far, we could date

this building certainly before his time ; but common

as they arc at Constantinople, Ravenna and Jerusalem,

E
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I do not know of an example south of St. Mark's at

Alexandria (Gayet, p. 13). The foundations are built

with blocks of the Ptolemaic and Roman temple.

44. It only remains to mention the various minerals

found in the ruins ; from the nearness to the eastern

mountains an unusual variety occurs here, Quartz,

crystal and milky, Hornstone, red Jasper, green Jasper

Breccia, Beryl, Mica, Actinolile, Obsidian, Pumice,

Steatite, Red Granite, White Granite, Red, Green

and Gray Porphyry, Slate, Calcite, Lime Breccia,

Red Haematite, Red Ochre, Iron Slag, Chrysocolla,

Sulphide of Copper, and Realgar
; beside Red and

White Coral.

CHAPTER VI.

THE CLASSICAL INSCRIPTIONS.

By D. G. Hogarth, M.A.

No. I.

0]eft) fieyicrro)

]A''0[? Trpoa^ra.TTj'i

] 0ea? "IcrtSo?

] /meaopij i7ra'y(ojj.evo)v) a.

45. On a block of black basalt, now in University

College, London.

'Jo... most high god . . . vius, steicard of
the . . . goddess /sis . . . in the month Mesori

{July—August) on the 1st of the intercalated

days dedicates this.

The style of the lettering, and the presence of iota

adscript, suggest the late Ptolemaic period. The
year was perhaps inscribed in the lost portion of 1. 4.

For the intercalated days, see C. I. G. 4S79,

4825, etc., etc.

The name of the god cannot be supplied with any
certainty, but it was probably a short name, for

neither in I. 3 nor 1. 4 does much seem to be lost.

Perhaps the god was Pan = Min of Coptos.

The title Tr/joo-Tari;? is found not infrequently.

Cf. C. I. G. 47 II, 4714 ; and Boeckh's introduction to

Egyptian inscriptions. Ibid., vol. iii.

No. n.

('Etok?) /3' Iie{p)oviov FaX/Sa AvroKpaTopo<;

Haicapo^ 'Z€j3aaTov

/j,r]vb<i vkov ae^acTTOv

Ko!

.

46. On a block of limestone, now in Oxford.

(
This zuas erected) in the 2nd year of Servius

Galba, Emperor Caesar Augustus, on the 21st of

the month Neosebastos {November).

Galba began his reign on June 9th, 68 a.d.

Therefore he would enter on a second year, according

to Egyptian reckoning, on August 29th following

( = 1st of Thoth). The month Neosebastos is the

equivalent of Athyr ( = October—November), and

occurs often enough in papyri {v. Fiihrer durch

die Ausstellung d. fjap. Rainer, p. 66, etc.) ; but,

so far as I know, it has not been found before in an

inscription.

No. III.

Imp(erator) Caesar Domitianus Aug(ustus)

Germanicus Pontif(ex) Maximus trib(uniciae)

potest(atis) consul XV censor perpetuus p(ater)

p(atriae)

pontem a solo fecit.

[ ]

O. Licinnio Ancotio Proculo praef(ecto)

castr(orum),

L. Antistio Asiatico praef(ecto) Beren(ices),

cura C. luli Magni (centurionis) leg(ionis) III

Cyr(enaicae).

47. On a slab of limestone, bought at Coptos, now

in the British Museum.

The Emperor Caesar Domitian Augustus Ger-

manicus, sjipreme pontiff, invested with tribunician

power, consul for the 1 5/// titne, perpetual censor,

father of his country, built up the bridge from its

foundations.

being governor of Egypt

;

Quintus Licinnius Ancotius Procidus being pre-

fect of the camps ; Lucius Antistius Asiaticus

being prefect of the Red Sea slope. The erection

was supervised by Caius Julius Magnus, centurion

of the Third Cyrenaic Legion.

(This will appear in C. I. L. III. Suppl. 3,

No. 13,580.)

The number of the consulship fixes this to the

year 90 A.D. The bridge in question must have been

thrown over the large irrigation canal which, we may

be sure, passed just west of Coptos in Roman times,

as it passes now.
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The name erased is that of the Eparch of Egypt.

We know from published sources four Eparchs in the

reign of Domitian :

—

C. LaeUus Africanus, in office in 82 A.D.

C. Septimius Vegetus ,, „ 86 „

T. Petronius Secundus „ „ 95 „

Mettius Rufus „ „ ?

It is possible that the fourth of these names is the

one to be supplied in this and in the Tariff inscription

{infra. No. IV). The Eparchs held office generally for

three years at least, and it will be noticed that the

three officers whose periods are known, leave a gap

about the year 90. Furthermore, the manner in

which Suetonius (Vit. Dom. 4) introduces the name
of Mettius Rufus suggests that there was something

unsatisfactory, which laid the nomination of that

officer open to canvass. If he were a disreputable

individual, or a creature of the Emperor, a reason

would be supplied for the erasure of his name here.

His master's name has been hacked out with his on

the Tariff stela. In any case the erased name can

hardly be that of any of the first three Eparchs in the

list above, for all are found elsewhere unmutilated in

inscriptions of Egypt. The erasure here conceals

either the name of Mettius Rufus or of an unknown
Eparch.

The praefechis castrcruni is the regular title of a

legionary commander in Egypt. He was of eques-

trian, not senatorial, rank, like the legati commanding
legions elsewhere ; and this distinction was due to

Augustus' special organisation of Egypt on Ptolemaic

lines as a sort of vast royal domain, to the exclusion

of all officials of senatorial dignity. (Tac. Ann. ii. 59
Hist. i. II. Arrian, Anab. Al. 3, 5.) O. Licinnius

Ancotius Proculus is not known otherwise. He com-

manded, of course, Legio III Cyrenaica, whose

headquarters were probably at Coptos, but whose

component parts were distributed widely.

The individual, who is prefect of the eastern slopes

and Red Sea ports, is mentioned in the Tariff below,

but not elsewhere. A family of Antistii, springing

from Thibilis in Numidia, produced persons of official

rank in the 1st and 3rd centuries, and probably this

individual is of their stock. (C. I. L. VIII. Sujipl.

1 8893-1 8906: C. I. Rh. 55.)

No. IV.

'£f eirna'yrji;

"Oo-a hel Tov<; fiLaOco-

ra.'i Toil ev Kottto) {rrroTrei,TTrov-

To<; rfi 'Apa0ap^ta aTToaroXiov TTpaa-

aeiv Kara t{o)v yvcofj-ova rfj^e rp $

<7Tij\rj evKSj^apaKTai Bia AovKtov

'AvTlCTTLOV 'AaiaTtKov iTrdp-)(ov

"Opou? BepeveLKr]<;.

K.v^epv>JTOv ipvOpaiKov Bpa-

XfJ^a^ 6kt(o. 10

Upcopeo)'; Spa;^a9 Biiea.

.... OKOv Bpa^^at BeKa.

NaJi^Tou Spa-)^a<i irivre.

©epaTTJeuTOi; vauirrjiyov hpa-^a.'i

TrevTS. \eipoTe)(i>ov Bpa')(jia>i 1

5

6kt(o. TvvaiKbjv Trpo? iraipia'

fjLov Spa^fia'i eicaTOV okt(o.

FwaiKoyv elairXeovaSyv Spa-

Xf^^f e'l'Koai,. TvvaiKcJv aTpaTi-

(i)t<jov Spa'x^fJ.a'i eiKOtri. 20

Tli,TraKiov Kafiy'jXoov o(3o\ov eva.

S(f}pwyicr/J.ov iriTTaKiov 6/3oXov<; Bvo.

Ilopeta* e^€p')(o/j,evT]<i eKaarou

TTtTTaKiov rod dvSpb'i ava^alvov

TO? Bpa^i]P ixiav. TvvaiKmv 25

Traaoiv apa hpa-)Qj,a<i reaaapa^.

"Ovov o/3oXoi)9 Svo. 'A/j,a^7]<i i')(pv-

a-i)^ TeTpdiywvov hpa'^p.a^ reaaape'i.

'laTov Spa)^fj.d'; e'lKoai. Keparo? Spa-

Xfj-d'i Teaaape<;. Ta<^»5? ava^epofxe- 30

vri<i Koi KaTacj)epo/j.h'7)<; Spa-)0ii]v /jl[l-

av TeTprjjjSoXov. ("Etoi/?) 0' AvTOKpdropo'i

Kalaapo<; [AofiCTiavov] "Ze^aarov ]VepfjLav{tKOv)'\

•7ra')(u> le'.

48. On a tablet of nummulitic limestone in the

Ghizeh Museum ; found halfway between Coptos

and the desert at the remains of a guard-house (?) on

the road across the plain.

Br order of[. . . governor of Egypt.] The dues,

which the lessees of the transport service in Coptos,

subject to the Arabian command, are authorized to

lew by the customary scale, are inscribed on this

slab at the instance of L. Antistius Asiaticas,

prefect of the Red Sea slope.

For a Red Sea helmsman . . drachmas

boivsman

an able seaman

a shipyard hand .

a skilled artisan .

ivomen for prostitution

women, immigrant

10.

10.

5

5

8

108

20,

E 2
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For wives of soldiers . . . drachmas 20. —
„ a camel-ticket .... — — obol i.

„ sealing of said ticket . .
— — .,2.

„ eac/i ticketfor the husband,

if mounted, when a cara-

van is leaving the city . „ i —
,, all his "women at the rate of „ 4 —
„ an ass — — „ -•

„ a 7i'aggon ivith tilt . . „ 4 —
,, a ship's mast .... „ 20. —
„ „ yard .... „ 4- —
„ a funeral up to the desert

and hack „ I „ 4

The gth year of the Emperor Caesar {Domitian)

Augustus {Germanicus) on the 1 5//^ of the month

Pachon (May).

This falls in May, 90 A.D., since Domitian began

his reign in September, almost at the beginning of

the Egyptian year.

49. 1. I. The erased name is no doubt the same as

that obliterated in No. Ill, supra, dated in the same

year, 90 A.D.

1. 2. Mia0(OT>j<;, " one who pays rent," in this case to

the Emperor. The term is more particularly appro-

priate to farmers of dues accruing directly to the

Emperor, as did those of Egypt, which the Romans
took from the Ptolemies and continued to regard as a

single Royal Estate. This abnormal condition of

Egypt accounts probably, as we shall sec below, for

the unusual character of this Tariff. Egypt was full

of such fiiaOmrai, farming mines {e.g., in Jebel Fatireh,

C. I. G. 4713 f), dues on mining or customs at

Syene {p.. i€pa<; 'n-yX»;'> ^oi'jvrj'i, C. I. G. 4S67,

4868, etc., etc.), customs, rents of estates, etc., in the

Oases. See also the very interesting inscription of

Khargeh (C. I. G. 4957), a decree of the Jewish

Eparch, Ti. Jul. Alexander, in the reign of Galba,

that no one thenceforward might be coerced to take up

a /j,ia-6<uai^. This latter decree shows that, since Nero

had reformed the abuses of the publicanus system by
insisting on the publication of tariffs (Tac. Ann. xiii.

50, 51), the farming of dues had ceased to provoke

competition ; and the Imperial administration had

been forced to resort to compulson to keep the cheap

and convenient system of private collection of dues in

general operation at all.

1. 4. The 'A.pa/3dpxv'i, an official taken over by the

Romans from the Ptolemies, held command over the

eastern desert up to the Red Sea, and had therefore

the chief control of caravan trade, and the collection

of customs at Red Sea ports. Sometimes his office

was combined with the Epistrategia of the Thebaid

(cf C. I. G. 4751), and he was styled, e.g., crTpaTtjyh'i

T>7? '1vBik{j<; Koi 'Yjpv6pa<i OaXaaar)^; (C. I. G. 4897 b)

—

but at the period of this inscription the 'A.pa/3ap^ia

evidently was controlled by the Prefect of Mons
Berenice, whose peculiar sphere of jurisdiction was the

Red Sea littoral. Coptos itself, however, was in the

Epistrategia of the Thebaid, and the Prefect of

Mons Berenice exercises authority in this city only in

its relation to the great desert roads which it was his

peculiar province to maintain and defend.

1. 4. WTTOffToXiov, a word otherwise unknown. Its

sense must depend, therefore, on the general inter-

pretation of the character of this Tariff, 7'. infra.

1. 6. L. Antistius Asiaticus, v. supra on No. III.

1. 8. J/(*«j-5^r^«/d-^j= the eastern slope of the Arabian

chain, which rises steeply from the Red Sea. Its re-

moteness and inaccessibility rendered it necessary, in

any period not wholly peaceful, that a special governor

should be appointed, v. note supra on 'Apa^dp)^r]<i.

1. 10. There are traces of a thorough erasure under

this line, and at the beginning of 1. 11. Two letters

survive faintly, shewing that something had been

assessed at 6 drachmas.

I. 12. I can suggest no satisfactory restoration.

No ship's officer or hand is designated by a word

ending in -aKOii. It is just possible that the word is

Ket\i]aKov, but there seems hardly sufficient room for

so many letters, and it is hard to see for what a Nile

boatman would cross the desert, nor why he is dis-

tinguished from the other general classes of seamen.

II. 13, 14. Restoration practically certain.

1. 21. IltTTtt/ctoi/, originally the sealing of a jar, is

used here in the derived sense of a label or ticket

(cf Brit. Mus. Pap. 121, 1. 412). The traveller did not

pay on the several beasts, but on the ticket, which

presumably gave him the right to hire camels for the

road or to use them upon it. He pays both on

receiving the said ticket and on having it stamped.

I know no parallels to these items. It was a general

principle of Roman rating not to tax beasts (cf. Tariff

of Zarai, C. I. L. viii. No. 4508, pecora in nundinium

immunia and a well-known Decree of Constantine

the Great), but rather their burdens only. Neverthe-

less we find at Palmyra that on the camel itself a

denarius has to be paid both going and coming, and

whether loaded or not. The Palmyrene Tariff', how-
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ever, is that of a local octroi (v. Cagnat cit. infra),

not of the Imperial Portorium.

11. 23, 24. Scfypayiafi.of; is not found in this sense in

classical Greek ; but the context is sufficient to

establish the interpretation.

1. 28. The waggon intended is evidently one for the

conveyance of passengers, and furnished with a tilt.

Such a vehicle could have passed easily over the

Roman road through the Wady Hammamat. This

Tariff seems to have no reference to merchandise.

1. 30. Compare a provision in the Digest (xi. 7, 37).

'• Fiineris sumptus accipiUir qicidqiiid corporis causa . . .

erogatum est . . . vel si qua vectigalia sunt, vet sarco-

phagi vel vectura." Justinian suppressed the taxing

of funerals (Cod. 111,44, '5) " ^'^ nul/o quopiam loco

vectigal ab aliqua persona pro corporibics, ex uno in

aliutn locum translaiis, praestetur."

The (xva- and Kara- in this case must signify tip

to the cemetery in the Desert (which lies of course

higher than the cultivated land about the city, and is

always called in Egypt el gcbel, "the mountain ") ; and

returning do^vn to the town. The same particles

usually imply in Egypt a course up or down stream on

the Nile (cf Strabo, p. 800, in connection with boats

paying dues at Schedia) ; but this inscription applies

obviously not to the river, but to the desert road.

The word -va^i] is used in the late cemeteries of

Thebes, as though equivalent to ra^o'^, and probably

it means generally an " interment," rather than a coffin

(which would not return from the desert) or a bier.

1. 33. The comparison of No. Ill makes the restora-

tion of the Emperor's name certain. The letters are

much crowded in the last line, but still there is not

room for more than an abbreviated form of Gcr-

mmicus, or, possibly, for Germ. Dae.

50. On the occasion of the levying by Caligula in

Rome of certain novel imposts, the most part in

themselves not objectionable, the people, as Sue-

tonius tells us (Cal. 41), finding that much friction

resulted from ignorance of the exact dues, prayed the

Emperor to publish the new Tariff The eccentric

ruler of the world accordingly had an inscription

engraved in microscopic lettering and set it up in a

place so remote and inaccessible, that no one was a

jot the wiser.

The evil complained of then was not confined to

Rome. The exactions which have made the word

publicanus a term of reproach, were aggravated all

over the Empire by the absence of precise statements

as to the amounts which could be levied legally ; and

at last Nero, checked by the Senate in a quixotic

design to abolish tax-farming at one stroke, pro-

mulgated a decree that all dues exacted hy publicani

according to vague local custom, or private rule,

should be reduced to writing and set up for all the

world to read (Tac. Ann. xiii. 50, 51). In the pro-

vince of customs, octroi-dues and the like, (to which

we must confine ourselves now) this wise decree

would entail the publication only of the rates on such

items as were not saleable commodities in the

ordmary sense, for the duty on these latter was ad

valorem, at a rate fixed generally but variously for

different provinces (cf. R. Cagnat, Les impots indirects

chez les remains, pp. 13 ff.), and proclaimed by the

local TekaJvcKo^ voi^o<i.

None of the Tariffs set up at Nero's instance have

survived to our day ; indeed we do not know whether

action followed on his decree or not. In the suc-

ceeding century and a half, however, we find three

inscriptions, the motive for whose erection is most

probably the same as that which prompted his policy.

The earliest is the one which I publish here, set up

at Coptos in the year 90, in the reign of Domitian.

The next was engraved at Palmyra in 136, under

Hadrian ; and the third at Zarai in Numidia in 202,

during the joint reign of Septimius Severus and his

eldest son. (The Palmyrene text is published best by

De Vogue in Journ. Asiat. 1883, ii. p. 149; less com-

pletely by Foucart in Bull, de corresp. helUnique, 1882,

vi. pp. 439 ffi Commented on by R. Cagnat in Rev. de

Phil. 1884, pp. 135 ff. ; and by H. Dessau in Hermes,

xix. pp. 486 ff. I have used frequently, in what

follows, the comments of both the last-named autho-

rities. The Numidian text is in C. I. L. viii. 4508.

The stone' is in the Louvre.)

The three inscriptions differ widely in character.

That at Palmyra is an txr/zw-tariff in Greek and

Aramaic applying to the city and its immediate

territory, and set up, as its Preamble declares, to put

an end to frequent disputes between c<^llectors and

merchants. (Cf same motive for the publication in

Justinian's time of the dues to be levied in the Dar-

danelles, Mordtmann in Mittheil. d. dcutsch. arch. Inst.

in A then, iv. p. 308.) There had existed previously in

Palmyra a general TeXcoviKOi; v6fU)<; ; but the dues on

only very few articles were stated particularly, it being

written in general terms in the lease granted to th'e

farmer, that he should levy rates uKoXovOcbf; toS voficp koL

TTj (jvvr)6eici. Palmyra had been included but very re-

cently in the Roman Empire, and had applied already,
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as this law shews, before its incorporation to Roman
ffovernors {e.£: Corbulo in Nero's reign) for rulings

on points in dispute with regard to customs-dues.

The Tariff of Zarai, on the other hand, refers to

the doiiane at the port ; and was set up post discesstivi

cohortis, which fact implies, in the opinion of M.
Cagnat {Les impots, cit. supra, p. 1 16), that so long as

a garrison had remained in the town, there had been

no douane, soldiers being free from all such dues (Tac.

Ann. I.e.). This Tariff takes account only of a small

number of items, and those such as might be sup-

posed, reasonably, not to be determined by the

general Regulation of the Portorium for the province

of Numidia. It is in fact a local supplement to the

general Tariff of the province.

This Tariff of Coptos is wholly distinct from cither

of the other two ; and can be compared with them

onl\- so far as the motive of its erection is concerned.

Unfortunately for the commentator, it is unique in

almost every respect ; there exists no parallel to it as

a whole in any part of the Roman world, nor has it

Instructive points of contact in detail with the facts of

the financial organisation of the Empire as known to

us. It owes this singularity, no doubt, to the unique

constitution of Egypt, inherited by the Emperors

from the Ptolemies as a sort of private royal estate

(cf. Mommsen, Hist. vol. v., Eng. tr. vol. 2, c. I2), and

ne\er organised or administered like any other

province, senatorial or imperial. In determining

therefore the nature of this Tariff, we must work

mainly from its own internal evidence.

The first and greatest difficulty arises from the fact

that the word IvrroaToKiov (1. 4), which describes the

nature of the whole Tariff, is not found elsewhere.

Its etymology suggests that it has reference to an

a'rr6(TT0Ko<i, something despatched. Let us see if an

examination of other points in the inscription will

enable us to assign a more precise meaning.

51. This Tariff is set up at the immediate instance,

not of the cpistrategos of the Thebaid, in whose

jurisdiction Coptos itself la\-, but of the Prefect of the

Red Sea slope. It cannot, therefore, be a local octroi

of Coptos, but must relate to something outside the

territory of that town, and lying within the Ara-

barchia. The dues called a-Koarokiov, whatever they

may be, are collected for convenience only in Coptos,

but are controlled by and paid over to the Arabarch.

Might it not be, however, like the Tariff of Zarai, a

supplement to the General Regulation of the Imperial

Portorijim ? Be it noted, however, that, unlike the

Zarai Tariff, this list at Coptos does not concern

itself with commodities. E.xcept the mast and yard

(1. 29), and the prostitutes (1. 16), none of its items

could be called res venales. Furthermore, if it be a

Tariff of the Portorium of the Red Sea (for the

donanes on the littoral, see Peripl. Mar. Erythr. p. 1 1
;

Strabo, xvii. p. 798), why are not the dues men-
tioned in it collected, together with those on ordinary

commodities, at the Red Sea ports? Nor can

it well be referred to a second Portorium paid

on entrance to the Nile valley ; for what would

the Prefect of Mons Berenice have to do with

that ? and how could the merchandise, landed on

the bare shores of Berenice or Myos Hormos for

the sole purpose of being conveyed to Egypt, be

e-xpected to pay twice over, before ever attaining

Egypt at all '>. Had such a system been in force,

there would have been but little trade on the

Bcrcnice-Coptos road.

The Arabarch was concerned simply with the Red
Sea ports and the roads leading thence to the Nile

valley. If this Tariff has not to do with the ports, it

must have to do with the roads. If we look down
the list of items, we note that, with the exception of

the mast and yard, it refers entirely to persons, beasts

for transit, vehicles for transit, and funerals, going up

to and returning from the desert—in short, to traffic

on a road.

These facts being taken together with the etymo-

logical meaning of the word, the conclusion suggests

itself that iittocjtoKiov must mean something like a

posting seri'icc, the despatch of caravans from point to

point under the protection of the imperial govern-

ment, and on a road made, maintained, and con-

trolled directly by the Arabarch. P"or the use of

this road, and for escort thereon, certain dues are

charged according to a scale (yvwficop) already

existent by custom, but now published for the first

time : and the collection of these dues is farmed out

to lessees, and made for convenience at Coptos rather

than at the ports.

The absence, however, of dues on merchandise, the

transport of which must have constituted the main

part of the traffic on the road, calls for some explana-

tion. I will suggest two possible reasons for the

omission, and of the two I prefer the second : First,

that, since commodities would be taxed in any case

at the port on entering or leaving, the claim of the

aTToaroKiov may have been satisfied out of the

portorium. Secondly, that commodities paid an ad
valorem duty, which (as in the case of the portorium
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dues), did not admit of being stated in a Tariff,

since the amounts levied would vary infinitely. The

existing ypoofj-oiu settled the percentage, and that

general rate was already known to all the world.

The items in this Tariff are such as cannot be

rated ad valorem, and the statement of them is, in

fact, like the Tariff at Zarai, supplementary to an

existing Regulation. It is not easy to determine

whether the payments are made on arriving at

Coptos from the Red Sea, or on leaving Coptos for

the Red Sea : it seems that the dues in this Tariff

refer to journeys in both directions. I would suggest

that up to 1. 20 the items due are to be paid on

arrival at Coptos : from 1. 20 to 1. 30 they are to be

paid in advance before departure. Lines 30-32 refer

to a local use of the road as an approach to the

cemeteries in the eastern desert.

To justify this distinction let us look at the items.

The first group might be interpreted equally, as

arrivals or departures, were it not that, whereas there

is no obvious reason why mariners and craftsmen

should come from the littoral into the Nile valley,

which abounded in such already, there is every reason

why they should go down to the desolate and thinly-

populated littoral of the Red Sea. There must

always have been a demand for fresh hands to man

the merchant fleets, far beyond what barren settle-

ments, like Berenice or Myos Hormos, dependent,

as Kosseir is nowadays, on cistern-water, could

supply. 'YipvBpaiKov, therefore, will mean "/or the

Red Sea."

The second group, the women, could hardly be

anything but arrivals, even did not the word

elaTrXeovacov occur. Prostitutes, paying at the huge

rate of 108 drachmas, could ply their trade at a profit

only in the greatest cities of the empire : and there

were but few soldiers, beyond auxiliary bowmen
(Pliny, N. H. vi. lOi), exiled to Berenice.

52. The enormous duty here levied on prostitutes

needs some explanation. We know already that

jTopvofSoa-Koi paid on their women at the frontiers of

the Empire. In Philostratus' life of ApoUonius of

Tyana (i. 18 qu. by Dessau in Hermes, xi.x.

pp. 486, seq.), it is told how that holy man was

stopped by a collector at the crossing of Euphrates,

and asked his wares. He replied that he brought

with him "^ax^poavvrj, AiKatoavvri. "AvBpeia and the

like. The collector was about to assess these as

Bov\,a<;, but was assured hastily by the prophet

that he had meant, not Bov\a<;, but Seo-TrotW?. But,

so far as I am aware, the scale of dues is not

known elsewhere than here at Coptos. Inside the

Empire prostitutes were taxed individually, e.g., at

Rome, under Caligula (Suet. Cal. 40), qnantuiii

qnacqiie una concnbitii mcreret, and the Emperor

decreed further ut tenerentur picblico et quae mcretrichim

qtcivi lenociniiun fecissent. The Tariff of Palmyra

also prescribes that such women shall pay at the rate

of a single fee, if that be a denarius or more. (See

R. Cagnat, in Rev. de Phil. 1884, pp. 135, ff.).

The graffiti of Pompeii reveal to us that the vulgar

fee was a denarius per act. How, then, could the

purveyors afford to pay 108 drachmas on imported

women? Two explanations are possible: (1) That

the rate at Coptos is intended to be prohibitive, in order

that a certain class of Eastern prostitute should not be

imported in great numbers to corrupt health and

manners : perhaps Coptos with its large garrison

needed especial protection; (2) That some peculiarly

fashionable class of prostitute was imported from the

Red Sea. I know no positive evidence for this last

fact, but prefer to conjecture that such was the case,

rather than import Protection into this Tariff. It

would certainly not be to the obvious interest of the

government or lessees to discourage the use of the

Coptos-Bcrenice road, and it is easier to suppose that

a high rate was exacted because it would be paid,

than that it was demanded in order to prohibit

(cf Cagnat, Impots, etc. cit. supra, p. 3). We have to

do in this clause not with women for private con-

cubinage, but those for the supply of public brothels,

and must infer that in the great cities (as distinguished

from such little towns as Pompeii) there was a

demand for Arabian, Indian or negro women, which

admitted of very high fees being asked for and paid.

The "womett, immigrant" are probably those

coming voluntarily, and not under the charge of a

iropvo^oa-KO';. Such would become harlots, living

apart, or private concubines.

The item " wives of soldiers " recalls the fact that

in Domitian's time the legionaries everywhere con-

tracted unrecognised marriages and begot children,

who remained sine civitate, unless legitimized on the

occasion of their father's missio honesta (see Momm-
sen in C. I. L. iii. p. 905 ; and M. and Marquardt,

fr. tr. xi. p. 307). In fact, before the time of

Severus, jnstum inatrimoniurn was not possible for a

legionary while serving with the colours. But in

Egypt the illegitimate children of such were enrolled

not infrequently as legionaries, even as early as the

first century, before they had received civitas : and

Mommsen (Eph. Epigr. v. p. 12) remarks on this fact
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as proof of the rule of the Emperors having been laxer

in Egypt than elsewhere. The provision in our

Tariff agrees in shewing some kind of recognition of

the illegitimate unions of soldiers.

At line 21 we seem to begin the Tariff of de-

partures. The ticket for camels must surely be paid

for in advance, and presently, in 1. 23, the word

i^ep-xpfievr)^ removes all doubt.

Lines 24-28 seem undoubtedly to refer to family

migrations. The head of the family, distinguished

by the definite article, pays one drachma, being a

passenger, and rich enough not to go on foot : his

women (wives and slaves together), who would be

mounted on camels in any case, and often two on a

camel, pay four drachmas the lot. If, however,

women or others use single asses, they pay two obols,

and if the more luxurious waggon is requisitioned

(the eastern araba of the present day), then they

pay four drachmas. This refers probably to native

polygamous races, such as the Bedawin nowadays.

The mast and yard are taxed perhaps because it

was the custom (as it is still) to convey long timbers

from place to place, half hitched up on a camel, half

dragging behind : and accordingly a rather heavy

. charge is made to compensate for the wear and tear

of the roadway. But if the yards and masts were at

all of the dimensions of those of modern dahabiyahs^

they would have to be dragged altogether, or carried

slung to several camels at once : in either case a

heavy charge would be still more reasonable.

The fact that these articles are mentioned at all

shews that there must have been a considerable

transport of northern straight poles up the Nile and
across the desert to supply the eastern fleets.

53. The semi-official transport service, which this

Tariff seems to imply, is singular in the Imperial

organisation, and must be due to the special diffi-

culties and dangers of the Red Sea routes—difficulties

and dangers which the appointment of a district

prefect to command the littoral implies in any case

(Cf Mommsen, Prov., Eng. tr. c. 12). Such a service

bears no relation to any of the facts known about the

Imperial Post {airsus pnblicus or fscalis), which, as

a source of expense to the subjects of the Empire,

and later in part to the Treasury, not of profit

(cf excellent art. in Daremberg and Saglio, Diet.

Ant. s. V. Oirsiis), cannot be conceived as leased to

fj,ia6(0TaL Moreover the Post, existing as it did

only for the transport of government messages and

material, and for occasional use by those favoured

with a special diploma from the Emperor or (at

times) his Pretorian prefect or magister officiorum,

could have no concern with many of the items in this

Tariff. The first group of items might conceivably

be connected with the naves pnblicae, but why should

they pay to fxiaOwTai, and what about the other

groups ?

The identity of the road in question here is beyond

doubt. It is that great highway, which forked

shortly after leaving Coptos, northwards to Myos
Hormos, southwards to Berenice. Both branches are

described by Strabo (pp. 814-816) and by Pliny

(N. H. vi. 102, cf 23 & V. 2, 60 ; Xen. Eph. iv. 2), as

supplied with cisterns and khans, the maintenance of

which would entail, on so desert a track, much trouble

and expense. In a Latin inscription found some

years ago at Coptos (C. I. L. iii. suppl. 6627), we
have an interesting record of the labour expended

by detachments of the troops stationed in Egypt on

the repair of the cisterns and roadway on the Myos
Hormos and the Berenice routes. As to the need for

protection, that may safely be taken for granted ; the

Romans never crushed the Bedawin of the north any

more than the Axomites of the south, or the pirates

who infested the Red Sea, and rendered constant

patrolling imperative (Pliny, N. H. vi. loi).

The importance of these caravan routes in the time

of Domitian was enormous ; and most important was

the road from Berenice, which, though longer, started

from a more convenient port than Myos Hormos.

The other well-known route from Berenice to the Nile

opposite Hermopolis Parva, was not opened out by

Hadrian until 137 A.D. (See inscription of Antinoe,

found at Sheikh Abadeh, and qu. by Lumbroso,

Egitto al tempo dei greci e dei romani, c. iv.) The
more southern route from Leuce Come to Syene

(Assuan) was not nearly so much in favour as those

to Coptos, partly owing to the great distance of

desert to be traversed, partly also, it seems, owing to

definite discouragement by the Romans. Only on

such a supposition can the enormous rate of 25 per

cent., levied both on imports and exports at Leuce

Come (Peripl. 1. c. cf Strabo, xvii. p. 798), be ac-

counted for. Such figures only become intelligible

if the Imperial Government, which had been at

great expense and trouble to make, maintain, and

protect the Coptos routes, had to depend for re-

imbursement on the caravan tax with which our

inscription is concerned. It might in that case

determine very reasonably to confine trade to these

latter routes.
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Its policy, however, was not wholly successful, as

the existence of a great mart at Syene for spices,

gems, and Indian and Arabian products generally

sufficiently proves ; but nevertheless a vast proportion

(cf Arist. Or. 48, p. 485) of the commerce with

Arabia, India, and the still farther East, arrived at or

started from Coptos, and gave to that place a fame as

the trading-town /rtr excellence of inland Egypt, which

devolved after the Arab conquest on the neighbouring

Kous, served by the same roads, and by the port of

Ai'dab. (See on this slight geographical change, He)'d,

Commerce du Levant, vol. i. c. 8, pp. 380 ff.). And a

shadow of the same repute lingers still with Keneh,

lying a little north of Kuft (Coptos), and equally at

the outlet of the old Coptos caravan route. But it is

the shadow of a shade. The discovery of a sea-way

round the Cape dealt the first blow ; the opening

of the overland route to Suez the second ; the

cutting of the canal the last and deadliest ; and even

the construction of the projected railway from Keneh

to Koseir will not revive all the glories of the great

desert route to the East.

No. V.

Eyo-ey8(6)ta[9 )(\apiv 1\it urja-

6u> • (eVoii?) le AovKiov

SeTTTCfj-iov Seovijlpov

Ewcre/3ou9 TlepTt,vaK[o<;

Kai Map/fov AvpTjXiov

WvTcovivov FjU<J€/30V<;

"^el^cuTTOiv (f)apfj.[ov6l

54. On a piece of a small column of sandstone, now
at Oxford.

In token of piety and for good fortune (this was

erected) in the i^th year of Lncitis Septitnitcs

Severus Pius Pertinax, and of Marcus A urelius

Antonijins Puts, joint Aicgnsti oti the . .th of the

mo7ith Pharnionthi {April).

As Severus began his reign in June, this falls in

April, 207 A.D. In Egypt the son, Caracalla, is

regarded habitually as having reigned with his father

since 193, not as from his formal association in 198.

Cf. infra. No. VI.

No. VI.

"Eroii? /cS'

TOV KVpioV

rjfj,(ov avTOKpaTopo\j;

'Eeovripov 'AvtcovIvov

Ei;cre/5oO') Ei)Tu^o£i9 5

Se^aarov eTrei(j> k.

®ew fieyiaTU) 'lepa/3-

\a> M. AypijXio?

B7;\a/ca/3o? 'Iepa(7ro\tT);9 ?)

ov7]^iWdpio<; 10

'ABpiavojv Yla\./J.[v-

pi)ii(bv 'AvTtoviviavcbv

TO^OTCOV.

55. On an altar of limestone bought at Coptos,

now in University College.

In the 2^tk year of our Lord Emperor Severus

Antoni>ius Pius Felix Augustus, on the 20th

of the month Epiphi {July), to the most high

god, Hierablous, Marcus Aurelius Belakabos of

Hierapolisf, vexillarius of Hadrian's Antoniniau

Pahnyrcne Archers, {erected this).

This falls in July, 216 A.D., the year before Cara-

calla's murder. Cf. the note on the preceding

inscription.

1. 7. The name of the god, identical with the place-

name Jcrablus in Syria, is most interesting. It is

highly probable that he is the god of that city,

bearing its original name, rationalized later by the

Greeks in the familiar form Hierapolis. Instances of

such rationalization, and of subsequent reversion to

the original form, occur all over the East ; the best

example is Jerusalem—Hierosolyma. As a god's

name, Hierablous occurs here only. He has been

imported of course by the Syrian archers.

1. g. The name B/^Xa/ca/So? occurs also in an inscrip-

tion of Palmyra (C. I. G. 4495). It = Baal-Yakub
and has been found on an early scarab of a Syrian

invader of Egypt (IXth dynasty?) named Yakub-hal

or -el ; and in the place-names of the list of Pales-

tine towns conquered by Thothmes HI (XVIIIth

dynasty) occurs Yakeb-el.

The ethnic 'XipaijroXiTt]^) cannot be regarded as

certain, the right edge of the stone being much worn
;

but it is certain that there is room only for a con-

tracted word. Such a word would be almost sure to

be an ethnic, and in that case can hardly be other

than 'lepaTToXtTT;?.

1. 10. A vexillarius of an auxiliary corps is unusual,

but not without precedent. Cf. e.g. C. I. L. iii.

4576,4834, 2012,2744.

This corps of archers (not mentioned elsewhere,

so far as I am a.ware), appropriately takes its first

F
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title from the Flmperor who incorporated Pahiij-ra in

the Empire. In connection with its presence at

Coptos it is worth while to recall the fact that fifty

years later than the period of this inscription, Coptos

was the chief stronghold of the Palmyrene party in

Egypt. There the Blemmyes (Vopiscus, Aurel. p. 239,

D. ed. Salmasius), called to her aid by Zenobia,

remained in possession until the reign of Probus, and

thither, no doubt, the broken remnants of Firmus'

insurgents retired from Aurelian. (" Idem ct cum
Blcmmyis socictatem maxima))! toniit!' " Hie ergo

co)!t)-a Au)-elia)i)im sit)))psit i)npc)'iiiii) ad dcfc>tde»das

pa)-tes quae supc)-e)-ant Zeuohiae!' Vopisc, Vita Firmi,

p. 243, ff.) How did the Palmyrene archers in

garrison receive I'irmus and the Blemmyes ? It is

much more probable that they were for Odenathus

and Zenobia than for Gallienus and Aurelian. Un-

fortunately we know no facts as to the attitude of the

auxiliaries in Egypt at this crisis. We know only

from the Notitia Dig)iitatum that at the end of the

next century no Palmyrene archers were in garrison

at Coptos, their place having been taken by native

Egyptian levies. In fact no Palmyrene corps of archers

is mentioned in the Notitia at all, or in any other

authority. We may infer therefore, with some assur-

ance, that the Coptos corps was soon disbanded, and

suggest that the cause of its disbandment was con-

nected with the Palmyrene insurrection.

No. VII.

'Trrep Sia/ioi'i}? [

K.vti]Tov 'h.e/Saqf^Tov . . . /cat toI^ avvvdot's

6eol<; TO Te/ie[j'09

avTO ilvBpici'; [ .

"Apef09 ical —[

/SouXeiiT;;?
[

ep]v6pai)co^ (tv[

56. On a slab of variegated marble, bought at

Coptos ; now in University College.

This stone represents only a small fragment of the

surface originally inscribed. In the latter portion of

1. I, for instance, we should expect the name of

Macrianus and the praenomen and nomen (Caius

F"ulvius) of Quietus, and his titles. A god and his

titles have disappeared from 1. 2. Where so much
is lost, it is idle to attempt restoration.

This inscription is of great interest, being, so far

as I can discover, one of only two epigraphic

memorials of the usurpation of Quietus in the East.

The other, to which Prof. W. M. Ramsay called m}-

attention, was found at Nacoleia. It is dedicated, he

says, to Tov y!)^ ical 6a\eicrcrr]<; heairorrfv T. <pov\oviov

'lovviov KvacTov. Mordtmann, I believe, published it

in Miinch. Sitz. 1862. I cannot verify the reference,

that periodical not being in the Bodleian. There are

coins and also papyri (i) dated in 1st year of

Macrianus and Quietus (Mittheil. aus d. Samml. d.

pap. Rainer, 2 and 3, pp. 28-33) ; (2) No. 50 in

Alexand)-ian Erotic fragm., etc., by B. P. Grenfell,

Clar. Press, Oxford. Quietus, son of Macrianus,

assumed the purple in 259 A.D., together with his

father and brother, while the Empire lay distracted

after the defeat and capture of Valerian. While his

co-usurpers marched on Rome, Quietus turned to

Egypt, but did not stay long, for the family venture

soon proved a failure, and a stronger usurper than he,

the Palmyrene Odenathus, husband of the famous

Zenobia, took the field against him. Quietus re-

turned to Syria, and was slain at Emesa in 261 or

early in 262. This inscription falls therefore, in all

likelihood, in 260.

This is all that we know of Quietus' history,

gathered from Trcbellius Pollio's jejune sketches of

him and of Odenathus (XXX Tyrann.). This in-

scription has therefore unusual interest, both as con-

firming the fact of Quietus' expedition to Egypt, and

tending to shew that he was more successful there

than the historian states. He must have begun in

Eg}-pt, indeed, that period of detachment from the

central rule, which continued until the time of Probus.

Odenathus only crushed Quietus in order himself to

rule the East, and after his death Firmus raised

Egypt again in the Palmyrene interest against

Aurelian ; and, although the latter was victorious, we

know that Coptos and Upper Egypt remained in the

hands of the Blemmyes, allies of the Palmyrenes,

invited from Nubia in the first instance by Zenobia.

Coptos was in fact a centre of revolt from the date

of the erection of this inscription until the e.xpedition

of Probus. Cf. s)ipra. No. VI.

No. VIII.

"I<rtSi VTrep

euTrXot'a^

jfKoiov Sapd-

'!riSo<;"Eip/j,a'joi. ?

•ij. On a small column of limestone, now in Uni

versity College.
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To the most high goddess, /sis, for a fair voyage

for the ship, Serapis, Heniiaeus / {dedicates this).

A propitiatory offering by a merchant or shipowner

engaged in the Red Sea trade.

No. IX.

TloviioV t' 'ApTTClT]-

crt? avedrjKev t(o

On a block of Hmestone now at Manchester.

On the 6th of the vtonth Paiini {=Jn>ie), Ar-

paesis ei-ected {this) to his own most high god.

The month is misspelt, and the form of stigma is

unusual (although easily to be derived from the

normal form), but there can be no doubt as to the

interpretation.

The name Arpaesis occurs at Silseleh (C. I. G.

4S47) and at Philae (C. I. G. 4915, b.). •

What god is intended by this mysterious formula

was left doubtful, perhaps with intention, by the

dedicator. Serapis or Pan-Khem are the most

likely to be termed fieyi,aTO<; : but the studied

obscurity in this case raises a faint suspicion that the

dedication may be to the God of the Christians. I

know no parallel to this formula.

No. X.

'ApiTTOVeiKO^ \iBv[fiov

dSe\(j)o<; ipcjv

iTTa

On a stele of nummulitic limestone in Egyptian

style, representing the mummified deceased intro-

duced by Anubis before Osiris and Isis.

No. XI.

. . Xa/SSoj .' 'A7r6[\Xcoi't

M. Aupj^Xto? Se[. ....''

vi<; /3' rbv vdov olK[oB6fj,rja€V,

e^coypd^Tjaev Trjly

6iv, eTToirjaev e/c tov \lhlov kottov

TO TTpoaKwy^fxa.

iiT wya6[a>.

P. 18. I may add to the propylon inscriptions

named on p. 18 at Coptos and Dendera, two others

just discovered at Kom Ushim = Karanis, in the

Fayum, under a late (unknown) Ptolemy, and also

under Commodus. See the forthcoming number of

the E. E. F. Arch. Report.

P. 23. I had intended to republish the Victorinus

inscription given on p. 23, but it is not to be found

in the Ghizeh Museum ; and I have since heard that

it has not gone further than Keneh.
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2:5 KOPTOS. DECREE OF ANTEF V. VIII.
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KOPTOS. AMENEMHAT I. & USERTESEN I. IX.
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1 : 10 KOPTOS. TEMPLE OF USERTESEN I.
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1 ;10 KOPTOS, PLANS OF FOUNDATION DEPOSITS. XVI.
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KOPTOS. TRIAD OF RAMESSU II., HATHOR, & ISIS. XVII.
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1 ; 6 KOPTOS. RAMESSU II. AND VI. XIX.





1 :4 KOPTOS. INSCRIPTION OF SENU-SHER. XX.
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KOPTOS. PTOLEMAIC AND ROMAN. XXII.
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KOPTOS. SCARABS, &C
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KOPTOS. PTOLEMAIC AND ROMAN. XXVI.
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1;4 KOPTOS. TARIFF INSCRIPTION. XXVI
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